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ING9188 BLE5.1 SoC Datasheet 

Description 
The purpose of this datasheet is to give the customers an overview of the ING9188 Bluetooth Low Energy

（BLE5.1）SoC, and sufficient information for the customer for integrating the SoC into a product.  
 

ING9188 is a fully integrated Bluetooth Low Energy SoC targeting Bluetooth 5.1 specification. It integrates 

INGCHIPS inhouse BLE5.1 IP including Modem, Link Layer Controller and Host. It also integrates a high 

performance 32bit RISC MCU, 512KB embedded flash, low power PMU, rich Peripherals, high performance 

and low power BLE RF transceiver. The Transmitter output power ranges from -28dBm to +6.5dBm, while 

receiver sensitivity is -102dBm under BLE5 long range mode and -97dBm at 1M mdoe.  
 

ING9188 provides fully open SDK, supports many IDE platforms like Keil, IAR, Segger, supports several 

program languages like C, C++, Nim, supports the major operation systems like Windows, Linux and MacOS, 

supports graphical project guidline and data editing, and embeds more than 30 open-source software application 

examples. 
 

ING9188 hardware and software can be tailored for different user application scenario, such as extremely low 

power operation, accurate positioning, industrial interconnection, agricultural interconnection, mesh network, 

home sensing and so on. 
 
Key Features 
 Fully compliant with BLE 5.1 specification 

• Data rate 125Kb/s, 500Kb/s, 1Mb/s and 

2Mb/s 

• Long range with S2 and S8 

• Advertising extension 

• Frequency hopping CSA#1 and CSA#2 

• Randomized primary advertising 

channels  

• AoA and AoD direction finding 

 Embedded 48MHz 32bit RISC MCU 

processor with 8KB cache and 2-wires SWD 

debug interface 

 Embedded 512KB FLASH for embedded 

programming 

 128KB SRAM(System 64KB SRAM for 

program,Share 64KB SRAM for data) 

 18/13 General Purpose I/O pins for multi-uses 

• UART0 for system controller 

• GPIO/UART1/SPI0/SPI1/I2C0/I2C1/P

WM for multiple peripheral and sensors 

• Each pin can be mapped to difference 

function interface 

 RF features: 

• 2.400-2.484 GHz, with GFSK 

• Sensitivity with -102dBm@125Kbps 

• Output power -28dBm to 6.5dBm 

• Frequency hopping 

• Integrated PLL 

• Analog RSSI with 1dBm resolution 

• Automatic VCO & RX filter tuning  

 Supply voltage range: 

• External voltage supply 1.62-3.63V 

• Core voltage: typical is 0.9V 

 Operation temperature  range -40°~125°

(junction temperature) 

 Typical Low Power modes: 

• Idd during receving: 6mA 

• Idd during transmitting(0dBm): 6.5mA 

• Low power mode(500ms wake up): 

50uA 
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• Low power mode(deep sleep with 

memory retention): 5uA 

• Low power mode(deep sleep without 

memory retention, wake on RTC):1.5uA 

 Support different clocks for different 

operation modes: 

• External 48M crystal  

• External 32.768KHz crystal for ultra 

long time deep sleep 

• Internal 32KHz RC oscillator for normal 

work 

 Link Layer Engine Features 

• Support AMBA AHB interface 

• Support 128-AES/CCM 

Encryption/Decryption 

• Support link layer Packet Processor of 

types Advertising/ Data/Control 

• Support packet processor of CRC and 

Whitenings 

• Support all BLE events formatting and 

synchronization 

• Support Extended/Periodic Advertising 

• Support Multiple Advertising Sets (up to 

1650 bytes per set) 

• Support Multiple Connections  

• Support All State & Role Combinations 

 Integrated power management 

• Qualified POR and BOR 

• One LDO 

• One DCDC 

• DPVFS low power engine 

 Embedded Modem for modulation and de-

modulation, Programmable channel filter, 

AGC,  DC Offset Cancelation, and RSSI 

Measurement 

 RTC Timer 

 10-bit ADC 

 Two 32bits General Purpose Timers 

 One Watch Dog Timer 

 On-chip boot loader 

• Support OTA 

 Small footprint  

• QFN40 package, 5mmx5mmx0.75mm, 

pitch 0.4mm 

• QFN32 package, 4mmx4mmx0.75mm, 

pitch 0.4mm 

• WLCSP package, 2.8mmx2.8mm, 

pitch 0.4mm 

 Single Chip BLE solution 

• ING9188 can run both Application and 

BLE Protocol Stacks 

• Simple, clean and optimized API 

 Configurable software to satisfy flexible 

application scenario. Support all device 

classes Broadcaster, Central, Observer, 

Peripheral 

• ING9188 can be tailored as small but 

necessary software sets for low power 

application 

• ING9188 can be configured to only have 

link layer software sets. Thus an external 

host controller is able to control 

ING9188 through HCI  

 Provide SDK with 30+ reference example 

• Standard SIG Mesh Solution 

• OTA example 

• AoA/AoD accurate positioning example 

• Other typical applications, such as 

beacon, body temperature, Running 

speed, etc.

Applications 
 Indoor Positioning and Navigation 

 Medical Monitoring Positioning System 

 Industrial Interconnection, Data collection  

 Industrial Wearables 

 Smart Meter System 

 Bicycle and Automobile Application 

 Temperature and Humidity Collection in 

Agriculture and livestock Monitoring  

 Portable devices like printers 

 Fitness Equipment, Personal Wearables 

 Intelligent Household  

 Smart Building like Mesh Lightening  

 Home security and alarm 

 Smart Cities 

 Toy control, Keyboard and Mouse, etc.
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Revision History 

Version Change Descriptions Date Editors 
0.9.0 Initial version 25.09.2019 SoC group 

1.0.0 Add BLE5.1 features 12.05.2020 SoC group 

1.1.0 Add WLCSP package 25.02.2022 SoC group 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Copyright (c) INGCHIPS Technology Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.  

Without prejudice to any other rights INGCHIPS Technology Co., Ltd.  may have, no part of the material may be 

reproduced, distributed, transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast in anywhere else by any process, electronic or 

otherwise, in any form, tangible or intangible, without the prior written permission of INGCHIPS Technology Co., Ltd. 

No alteration to or removal of any trademark, copyright or other notice from any copies of the content is permitted. 
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1 Block Diagram 

This SoC is controlled by 32bit RISC MCU & AHB. Boot code is solidified in ROM and 

application code need program into eFlash which are accessed through AHB. SRAM separate 

into two blocks: one is System RAM, other is Share RAM, System RAM is for MCU and 

Share RAM is mainly for LLE which is also able to be used for MCU. 

 

This SoC also has APB BUS which is controlled from the AHB2APB bridge. The peripherals 

and power are controlled by APB. 

 

The RF is controlled by SPI interface, TX/RX data is from/to baseband 
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Figure 1-1 ING9188 Block Diagram 
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2 Main Control Blocks 

2.1 PMU 

2.1.1 POR-BOR 

The POR-BOR is used to monitor input supply voltages which can be programmable. It is 

used to assert status signals indicating that the power supply voltage has crossed the specified 

thresholds. The POR-BOR is especially suitable on Always-On domain. 

• The POR signal (for Power-ON-Reset) is a single-shot signal. It is generated when the 

voltage crosses over a threshold.  

• The BOR signal (for Brown-Out-Reset) is asserted when the voltage has dropped below 

a threshold. BOR is de-asserted when rising back up above the threshold plus a hysteresis. 

Any load connected to the monitored power supply voltage can be enabled thanks to these 

status signals without risking to be trapped in undetermined states because of too low supply 

voltages. 

The POR-BOR is autonomous, no external voltage reference or external clock are required. It 

includes a recovery delay circuit to minimize sensitivity to glitch during POR assertion and 

BOR de-assertion. 

2.1.2 DCDC 

In the SoC, the DCDC provide power for digital core. In order to provide best power 

efficience for different applications, DCDC can switch power supply at several modes 

including Normal Mode, Retention Mode, HIZ mode and Pull-Down Mode. The output 

voltage of DCDC is highly programmable in different mode. 

2.1.3 LDO 

The LDO is a low dropout linear regulator which provides power for other blocks. The LDO 

has excellent power supply noise rejection characteristics, which can automatically maintain 

the regulation of load current and stabilize the voltage output. Its output voltage is 

programmable between 1.25V and 2.5V. 

2.2 Clock 

ING9188 has three drivers: Oscillator 48MHz, Oscillator 32.768KHz
[1]

, RC 32KHz. The high 

frequency clock is for system active mode, the two low frequency clocks are for system deep 

sleep mode. 

 

 

[1] Only ING91881B supports oscillator 32.768KHz clock, ING91880C and ING91888A don’t support oscillator 32.768KHz clock. 
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The system low frequency clock has two options: 

1, Boot up clock:  SoC boots up by RC 32K. 

2, Oscillator clock: after the system booting up, the low frequency clock can be 

switched to the Oscillator 32.768KHz clock. 

32.768KHZ
OSC

48MHZ
OSC

48MHZ

32.768KHZ

clk_lp

clk_48MHz

DIV2 clk_24MHz

RC_32K

MUX

 

Figure 2-1 Clock Dtructure 

 

2.2.1 Clock gating control register 

Table 2-1 Clock gating control register table 

Address Peripheral Description 

0x40070004 Clock Contrl Clock gating control for all modules 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name sys_clk_gating_ctrl 

[1] lle_ahb_clk_gate rw 0x1 
LLE ahb clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[4] i2c_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
I2C0 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[5] spi1_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
SPI1 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[6] tmr0_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
Timer 0 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[7] tmr1_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
Timer 1 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[8] tmr2_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
Timer 2 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[9] sci0_apb_clk_gate rw 0x1 
UART0 clcok gating 
0:gated 
1:released 
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[10] sci1_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
UART1 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[13] gpioa_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
GPIO clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[16] pwm_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
PWM clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[17] spi0_ahb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
SPI0 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[18] pinctrl_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
PINCTRL clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[19] i2c1_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
I2C1 clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[20] trng_apb_clk_gate rw 0x0 
Trng clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

[21] sys_clk_out_gate rw 0x0 
Loop back clock gating 
0:gated 
1:released 

 

 

2.3 Reset 

Chip has four kinds of reset: 

1. POR&BOR 

2. Pin RSTB 

3. Watch dog reset 

4. Soft reset 

 

POR is a hard reset for the system, when DCDC’s output reach the threshold, POR will 

release the digital logic. RSTB is a pin of the chip which is design to reset the system by 

external control.  

 

The RTC reset control logic can also be reset by watch dog if it’s enabled. After the RTC 

reset release, the PWR_CTRL logic will work and release the reset signal of each domain one 

by one. 

 

System domain, LLE domain, RF domain can be reset by register in RTC, and LLE domain, 

RF domain can also be reset by the soft reset register in system domain. Each peripheral can 

be reset by soft reset in system register. 
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Figure 2-2 Reset Control 

2.3.1 Soft reset control register 

Table 2-2 Soft reset control register table 

Address Peripheral Description 

0x40070008 Reset Control Software reset for all modules 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name sys_clk_reset_ctrl 

[1] lle_ahb_rst_set rw 0x1 
LLE AHB reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[3] i2c_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
I2C 0 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[4] spi1_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
SPI1 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[5] tmr0_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
Timer 0 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[6] tmr1_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
Timer 1 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[7] tmr2_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
Timer 2 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[8] sci0_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
UART0 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[9] sci1_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
UART1 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 
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[12] gpioa_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
GPIO reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[15] pwm_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
PWM reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[16] spi0_ahb_rst_set rw 0x1 
SPI0 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[17] pinctrl_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
PINCTRL reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[18] i2c1_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
I2C1 reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[19] rf_soft_rstn rw 0x1 
RF reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[20] lle_rfctrl_rstn rw 0x1 
LLE RF reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

[21] trng_apb_rst_set rw 0x1 
TRNG reset control 
0:reset 
1:release 

 

2.4 Low Power 

In addition to the clock gating, the ING9188 chip also contains several power domains, which 

can automatically adapt to different working conditions and achieve excellent power 

consumption level. 

2.4.1 Power States 

ING9188 has the following user visible power modes: 

• Active mode 

When the system is powered on, it enters the active mode by default. The CPU executes 

the boot code from the boot ROM. All power domains will power on.  

• Snooze mode 

In snooze mode, RF is shut down while the other blocks still work normally. RF can be 

awakened externally by PIN or internally by low power counter. 

• Sleep mode 

In sleep mode, BLE sub-system is shut down while the other blocks still work normally. 

It can be awakened externally by PIN or internally by low power counter. 

• Deep sleep mode 

In deep sleep mode, AON domain will work normally while the other digital logics and 

analog IPs will be shut down. The system can be awakened externally by PIN or 
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internally by low power counter, then restore all blocks by the power sequence. Deep 

sleep mode can choose shut down the SRAM or make them standby in the retention 

mode. 

Table 2-3 Power state(part) 

Mode  Active Snooze Sleep Deepsleep 

with retention 

Deepsleep 

RTC On On On On On 

MCU On On On Off Off 

Wakeup on EXT_INT pin NA Available Available Available Available 

Wakeup on LP counter NA Available Available Available Available 

Wakeup on RSTB pin NA Available Available Available Available 

 

2.4.2 Wakeup Sources 

LP 
Control 

FSMLP
counter

RSTB

wakeup
EXT_INT

 

Figure 2-3 Wakeup Sources 

 

2.4.2.1 Wakeup source – external interrupt 

This wakeup source can wake up the system from low power mode. After the system works 

in low power mode, tie the EXT_INT pin to logic high, the system will enter the power 

control FSM and wake up. If the EXT_INT is tied to logic high in active mode, the system 

can not enter low power mode. 

2.4.2.2 Wakeup source – LP counter 

This wakeup source can wake up the system from low power mode. This source is the SoC 

internal counter which can maintain BLE sub-system timer, so the device can be still in 

connection state after chip wake up. 

2.4.2.3 Wakeup source – RSTB 

RSTB is the system reset pin that can recover the chip from power up. 
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2.4.3 Power domain control 

Each power domain has its own power switch, isolation, clock gating and reset control logic. 

The signal sw_* control the power switch which logic high is power on and logic low is 

power off. The signal iso_* control the isolation enable from a power off domain to a power 

on domain if they have signals connection, logic high is enable and logic low is disable, also 

the isolation value is clamped in the UPF file. The signal cg_* control the clock gating cells. 

The signal reset_* control the reset assertion and release for each power domain. 

 

The switch, isolation, clock gating and reset signals will follow the sequence as bellow when 

any domain enters the sleep mode or wake up. In power up sequence, switch turn on at first, 

then isolation enables, reset will release after the isolation, at last the clock gating enable. The 

sequence of power down is opposite, i.e, clock gating disable firstly and switch turn off at last. 

 

iso_*

reset_*

cg_*

sw_*

Power up Power down

 

 Figure 2-4 Switch, Isolation, Clock Gating, Reset 
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3 MCU Sub-System 

3.1 Processor 

The MCU processor features: 

 A low gate count processor core, with low latency interrupt processing that has: 

• Banked Stack Pointer (SP). 

• Hardware integer divide instructions, SDIV and UDIV. 

• Handler and Thread modes. 

• Automatic processor state saving and restoration for low latency Interrupt Service 

Routine (ISR) entry and exit. 

 Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) closely integrated with the processor core 

to achieve low latency interrupt processing. Features include: 

• Dynamic reprioritization of interrupts. 

• Priority grouping. This enables selection of preempting interrupt levels and non 

preempting interrupt levels. 

• Processor state automatically saved on interrupt entry, and restored on interrupt exit, 

with no instruction overhead. 

• Wake-up Interrupt Controller (WIC), providing ultra-low power sleep mode support. 

 Low-cost debug solution that features: 

• Debug access to all memory and registers in the system, including access to memory 

mapped devices, access to internal core registers when the core is halted, and access 

to debug control registers 

• Two wire debug ports 

 

3.2 Memory  

3.2.1 Memory Mapping 

The system contains memoris including ROM, FLASH and SRAMs, which can be used for 

code and date storage. The complete memory map is shown in Figure 3-2 
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CPU Share Memory Control

Cache

eFlash
(512KB)

Bridge

ROM
(16KB)

Bridge

System Memory(64KB)

SYSMEM0(8KB)

SYSMEM1(8KB)

SYSMEM2(16KB)

SYSMEM3(16KB)

SYSMEM4(16KB)

Share Memory(64KB)

SHMEM0(8KB)

SHMEM1(8KB)

SHMEM2(16KB)

SHMEM3(16KB)

SHMEM4(16KB)

 

Figure 3-1 System Memory Distribution 

 

Reserved

0x20000000

SPI0 (64KB)
0x40060000

0xFFFFFFFF

Peripheral
(384KB)

ROM (16KB)
0x00000000

Reserved
0x00084000

eFlash (512KB)

0x00004000

SYSRAM (64KB)

0x20010000

0x40000000

SysCtrl (64KB)
0x40070000

GPIO (4KB)

Timer0 (4KB)

Timer1 (4KB)

Timer2 (4KB)

Pinctrl (4KB)

Reserved

I2C0 (4KB)

PWM (4KB)

I2C1 (4KB)

TRNG (4KB)

Reserved

UART0 (4KB)

UART1 (4KB)

Reserved

SPI1 (64KB)

RTC (4KB)

Cache (4KB)

Reserved

0x40001000

0x40002000

0x40004000

0x40003000

0x40005000

0x40010000

0x40011000

0x40012000

0x40013000

0x40014000

0x40020000

0x40021000

0x40022000

0x40030000

0x40040000

0x40041000

0x40042000

0x40000000

BLE (64KB)

AHB-AES (64KB)

Reserved

0x40080000

0x40090000

SHMEM (64KB)
0x400A0000

0x400B0000

 

 Figure 3-2 Memory Mapping 
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3.2.2 ROM/SRSAM 

The SoC boots from a 16KB ROM whose address range is 0x00000000~0x00003FFF. 

 

SRAMs in the SoC include: 

• 8KB cache memory 

• 64KB system memory that consist of three 16KB blocks and two 8KB blocks 

• 64KB share memory that consist of three 16KB blocks and two 8KB blocks 

Each block of both system memory and share memory can be set to retention mode when the 

SoC work in low power mode. 

 

3.2.3 Cache  

In order to improve latency and throughput of the flash memory, the system implemetns 

cahce which is also designed for low power consumption.  

For users who need fine optimization of the performances, cache also enables runtime 

configuration of associativity and cache line size. Cache operates like a zero or one wait state 

memory (typically more than 75% of accesses are zero wait-states) when the data required by 

the CPU is available in the cache memory.  Otherwise, it takes several cycles to retrieve the 

data from the main memory, depending on the main memory latency.  

 

The cahe features: 

• Low Power Cache   

• Runtime configurable associativity and cache line size  

• Replacement strategy: cyclic algorithm  

• Early restart  

• Critical word first  

• Write cache policy: write-through associated with no-write allocate  

CPU CACHE
Main 
memory

Replace
Memory

Replace
Memory

Replace
Memory
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Figure 3-3 Cache Connection  

 

3.2.4 NVM 

3.2.4.1 Embedded Flash 

The SoC integrated a CMOS page erase, 32-bit program Embedded Flash Memory which is 

partitioned into two memory blocks: main memory block and information block .The main 

memory block is 512KB size and the information block is 16KB size. The information block 

can be used for the storage of device information. The split gate cell design and thick oxide 

tunneling injector attain better reliability and manufacturability compared with alternative 

approaches. 

 

The embedded flash features: 

• 0.81V˜0.99V/1.62V˜3.63V dual power supply 

• Memory Organization: 512KB+16KB 

• Page Erase Capability: 8KB per page 

• Endurance: 10,000 Cycles(min)  

• Greater than 10 years Data Retention at 125C 

• Fast Page Erase/Program Operation  

• Page Erase Time: 20ms(max) 

• Mass Erase Time: 20ms(max) 

 

3.2.4.2 eFlash Controller 

The eFlash controller module is for control the eFlash memory correctly. This controller can 

translate AHB to hardware interface of flash and finish flash operations: ERASE, PROG, 

REPARE, READ.  

The structure of flash controller is as below, CPU can control the flash controller through 

AHB, FLASH_REG is a register module to set the operation of flash controller. After setting 

the timing configuration such as time base, erase mode and so on.  
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AHBIF

HCLK

HSEL

HRESETn

HWRITE

HTRANS[1:0]

HADDR[31:0]

HWDATA[31:0]

HRDATA[31:0]

FLASH_TIMING

ERASE

PROG

YADR

DIN

XADR

SE

HREADY

FLASH_REG

DOUT

IFREN1

IFREN

RDEN

 
Figure 3-4 eFlash Controller Diagram 

 

The right operations to use flash controller is as below: 

CONFIG 
PARAMETERS

REPAIR

WAIT CPU 
CMD

ERASE
PROG

READ

W
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t
_
p
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g
_
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Figure 3-5 eFlash Controller FSM 

 

1. CONFIG_PARAMETERS 

The parameters of flash controller should be set correctly according to the frequency and 

flash IP, such as base time, delay of different instructions. 

2. REPAIR 

The flash is 512KB, it has two redundancy page for fixing the physical damaged page. 

Flash controller finish the repair operation as below:  

• Read out the information 1 page 

• Judge which page should be repaired 

• Map the address of  damaged page to redundancy page 

3. ERASE 

The erase operation includes two types: mass erase and page erase. If you want to do 

mass erase, firstly ERASE_TYPE should be configured (00: only common flash—

redundancy page is regarded as common page after repair; 01: add redundancy page; 10: 

add information page; 11: add redundancy and information page), register 

MASS_ERASE_EN should be set to 1’b1, and then controller will erase the flash’s 

common page, information page and redundancy page (if repair is done). If want to do 

page erase, PAGE_INDEX should set to the address of page to be erased, and then 

enable ERASE_EN. ERASE_TYPE should be set to choose which page to be erased (00: 

only common flash—redundancy page is regarded as common page after repair; 01: 

redundancy page; 10: information page) 

4. PROG 

The PROG_EN should be enabled before program operation. Then the flash controller 

will respond to AHB write. 

5. READ 

The eFlash controller will translate the AHB read operation to the flash interface and 

read data back from flash. 

 

The second operation will wait for the first operation finished. For example, the erase 

operation will pull up ERASE_BUSY, then the next program operation will send to flash 

after the erase operation finished, and HREADY will keep low. 

 

Table 3-1 Address mapping of eFlash controller 

PAGE  BUS address Flash controller address 

Common flash 0x0000 4000  - 0x0008 3FFF 0x00000 - 0x7FFFF 

Information 0x0008 4000  - 0x0008 7FFF 0x80000 - 0x83FFF 
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3.3 Interrupt 

Table 3-2 Interrupt table 

Number Interrupt Name Description 

0 irq_ble0 Interrupt from BLE sub-system for error handling 

1 irq_ble1 Interrupt from BLE sub-system for data processing 

2 irq_rtc Interrupt from RTC 

3 reserved N/A 

4 irq_timer0 Interrupt from Timer0 

5 irq_timer1 Interrupt from Timer1 

6 irq_timer2 Interrupt from Timer2 

7 irq_esc Interrupt from FLASH sleep module 

8 reserved N/A 

9 irq_gpio Interrrup from GPIO 

10 reserved N/A 

11 reserved N/A 

12 irq_trng Interrupt from TRNG 

13 reserved N/A 

14 irq_spi0 Interrupt from SPI0 

15 irq_spi1 Interrupt from SPI1 

16 irq_uart0 Interrupt from UART0 

17 irq_uart1 Interrupt from UART1 

18 irq_i2c0 Interrupt from I2C0 

19 irq_aes Interrupt from AHB AES-CCM module 

20 reserved N/A 

21 reserved N/A 

22 reserved N/A 

23 reserved N/A 

24 reserved N/A 

25 reserved N/A 

26 irq_i2c1 Interrupt from I2C1 

 

3.4 Peripherals 

3.4.1 I2C 

The I2C is a standard two-wire serial interface used to connect the chip with peripherals or 

host controllers. This interface provides a standard speed (up to 100 kbps), and a fast speed 

(up to 400 kbps) I2C connection to multiple devices with the chip acting in either I2C master 

mode. Typical applications for the I2C bus include: EEPROM, LED/LCD, FM tuner, cell 

phone baseband chip connection, etc.  

 

The I2C port supports multi-master configurations, the I2C block includes the following 

functions: 
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• The I2C block can be configured as a master device. In master mode, it generates the 

clock (I2C_SCL) and initiates transactions on the data line (I2C_SDA). 

• The I2C block packs/unpacks data into 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit words for DMA 

transactions. Data on the I2C bus is always byte-oriented. Short transmission (up to 

three bytes plus address) can be easily triggered using only PIO operations, i.e., no 

DMA setup required. 

• PIO Queue mode is supported. This mode allows software to queue up multiple 

commands and supporting data for later automatic execution. 

• The I2C block support programmable 7-bit and 10-bit device addresses for master 

transactions. It also has a programmable 7-bit address that defaults to 0x43 = 

7’b1000011 for slave transactions. As seen in the 8-bit device address byte, this 

address corresponds to 0x86 where the least significant bit (LSB) is the R/W bit. 10-

bit address is not supported in slave mode. 

• The I2C block doesn’t support CBUS (start byte is 00000001) device. 

 

The I2C timing diagram is as below: 

 

Figure 3-6 I2C Timing Diagram 

 

3.4.1.1 Registers 

3.4.1.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-3 I2C register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40010000 I2C0 I2C0 block 

0x40012000 I2C1 I2C1 block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
HW_I2C_CTRL0 0x00 The I2C Control Register specifies the reset state and the command 
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and transfer size information for the I2C controller. 

HW_I2C_CTRL0_SET 0x04 Set HW I2C CTRL0 

HW_I2C_CTRL0_CLR 0x08 Clear HW I2C CTRL0 

HW_I2C_CTRL0_TOG 0x0c TOG HW I2C CTRL0 

HW_I2C_TIMING0 0x10 The timing for various phases of I2C Controller Commands are further 
defined by fields in the I2C Timing Register 0. 

HW_I2C_TIMING0_SET 0x14 Set HW_I2C_TIMING0 

HW_I2C_TIMING0_CLR 0x18 Clear HW_I2C_TIMING0 

HW_I2C_TIMING0_TOG 0x1c HW_I2C_TIMING0 CTRL0 

HW_I2C_TIMING1 0x20 The timing for various phases of I2C Controller Commands are further 
defined by fields in the I2C Timing Register 0. 

HW_I2C_TIMING1_SET 0x24 SET HW_I2C_TIMING1 

HW_I2C_TIMING1_CLR 0x28 Clear HW_I2C_TIMING1 

HW_I2C_TIMING1_TOG 0x2c HW_I2C_TIMING1_CRL0 

HW_I2C_TIMING2 0x30 The timing for various phases of I2C Controller Commands are further 
defined by fields in the I2C Timing Register 0. 

HW_I2C_TIMING2_SET 0x34 Set HW_I2C_TIMING2 

HW_I2C_TIMING2_CLR 0x38 Clear HW_I2C_TIMING2 

HW_I2C_TIMING2_TOG 0x3c HW_I2C_TIMING2_CRL0 

HW_I2C_CTRL1 0x40 The I2C Controller Command is further defined by fields in this control 
extension register. The I2C Control Register 1 is where the I2C slave 
address is specified. Fast or normal mode is selected here. 

HW_I2C_CTRL1_SET 0x44 Set hw i2c ctrl1 

HW_I2C_CTRL1_CLR 0x48 Clear hw i2c ctrl1 

HW_I2C_CTRL1_TOG 0x4c Tog HW I2C CTRL1 

HW_I2C_STAT 0x50 The I2C Controller reports status information in the I2C Status 
Register. 

HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL 0x60 The I2C Control Register implements the controls for I2C PIO Queue 
mode. 

HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_SET 0x64 Set HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL 

HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_CLR 0x68 HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_CLR 

HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_TOG 0x6c Tog HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL 

HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT 0x70 This register exposes the state of the internal read and write queues 
used in PIO Queue mode. 

HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_SET 0x74 Set HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT 

HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_CLR 0x78 CleaR HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT 

HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_TOG 0x7c Tog HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT 

HW_I2C_QUEUECMD 0x80 The I2C Command Register accepts commands that are to be queued 
up for later execution in PIO queue mode. 

HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_SET 0x84 Set HW_I2C_QUEUECMD 

HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_CLR 0x88 Clear HW_I2C_QUEUECMD 

HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_TOG 0x8c Tog HW_I2C_QUEUECMD 

HW_I2C_QUEUEDATA 0x90 For queue mode, I2C transfer data is read from this register. 

HW_I2C_DATA 0xa0 The I2C Controller DMA Read and Write Data Register is the target for 
both source and destination DMA and PIO transfers. 

3.4.1.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-4 I2C register table 

Bits Name R/W 
Default 
Value 

Description 

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL0 

[15:0] XFER_COUNT rw 0x0 
Number of bytes to transfer. This field decrements as bytes are 
transferred. 
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[16] DIRECTION rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to select an I2C transmit operation in either 
slave or master mode. XMIT = write in master mode, read in 
slave mode. Set this bit to zero to select an I2C receive 
operation in either slave or master mode. 
RECEIVE = 0x0 I2C receive operation for slave or master. 
TRANSMIT = 0x1 I2C transmit operation for slave or master. 

[17] MASTER_MODE rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to select master mode. Set it zero to select 
slave mode. 
SLAVE = 0x0 Operate in slave mode. 
MASTER = 0x1 Operate in master mode. 

[18] SLAVE_ADDRESS_ENABLE rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the slave address decoder. When 
an address match occurs, the I2C bus clock is frozen, by setting 
HW_I2C_CTRL0_CLOCK_HELD, and an interrupt is generated. 
DISABLED = 0x0 Disable the slave address decoder. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Enable the slave address decoder. 

[19] PRE_SEND_START rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to send a start condition before transferring 
the data associated with this transaction. This bit is 
automatically cleared by the hardware after the operation has 
been performed. 
NO_START = 0x0 Do not send a start condition before this 
transaction. 
SEND_START = 0x1 Send a start condition before this 
transaction. 

[20] POST_SEND_STOP rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to send a stop condition after transferring 
the data associated with this transaction. This bit is 
automatically cleared by the hardware after the operation has 
been performed. 
NO_STOP = 0x0 Do not send a stop condition before this 
transaction. 
SEND_STOP = 0x1 Send a stop condition before this 
transaction. 

[21] RETAIN_CLOCK rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to retain the clock at the end of this 
transaction. This has the effect of holding the clock low until 
the start of the next transaction. 
RELEASE = 0x0 Release the clock line after this data transfer. 
HOLD_LOW = 0x1 Hold the clock line low after this data 
transfer. 

[22] CLOCK_HELD rw 0x0 

This bit is set to one by the I2C controller state machines. It 
holds the I2C clock line low until cleared. It must be cleared by 
firmware, either by CPU instructions or DMA PIO transactions. 
It is set high when a slave address is matched by the slave 
controller. It is also set high at the end of a master or slave 
transaction that had the RETAIN_CLOCK bit set high. Software 
should not set this bit to one. 
RELEASE = 0x0 Release the clock line. 
HELD_LOW = 0x1 The clock line is currently being held low. 

[23] MULTI_MASTER rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the master state machine to 
monitor the start conditions generated by other masters. The 
bus is assumed to be busy from the first start condition 
generated by another master until a stop condition is 
generated. 
SINGLE = 0x0 Assume we are the only master. 
MULTIPLE = 0x1 Enable multiple master bus busy monitoring 
from start detects. 

[24] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 
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[25] SEND_NAK_ON_LAST rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to cause the DMA transfer engine to send a 
NAK on the last byte. 
ACK_IT = 0x0 Send an ACK on the last byte received. 
NAK_IT = 0x1 Send a NAK on the last byte received. 

[26] ACKNOWLEDGE rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to cause a pending acknowledge bit (prior to 
DMA transfer) to be acknowledged. Set it to zero to NAK the 
pending acknowledge bit. This bit is set to one by the slave 
search engine if the criteria is met for acknowledging a slave 
address. Software can reset the bit to slave-not-acknowledge 
the address. This bit defines the state of the i2c_data line 
during the address acknowledge bit time. The slave search 
engine holds the clock at this point for a software decision. 
This bit has no effect when the presend start option is 
selected. 
SNAK = 0x0 slave not acknowledge when the held clock is 
released. 
ACK = 0x1 slave acknowledge when the held clock is released. 

[27] PRE_ACK rw 0x0 Reserved for Sigmatel use. 

[28] unused rw 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[29] RUN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the I2C Controller operation. This 
bit is automatically set by DMA commands that write to CTRL1 
after the last PIO write of the DMA command. For Soft DMA 
operation, software can set this bit to enable the controller.  
HALT = 0x0 No I2C command in progress. 
RUN = 0x1 Process a slave or master I2C command. 

[30] CLKGATE rw 0x1 

This bit must be set to zero for normal operation. When set to 
one it gates off the clocks to the block. 
RUN = 0x0 Allow I2C to operate normally. 
NO_CLKS = 0x1 Do not clock I2C gates in order to minimize 
power consumption. 

[31] SFTRST rw 0x1 

Set to zero for normal operation. When this bit is set to one 
(default), then the entire block is held in its reset state. 
RUN = 0x0 Allow I2C to operate normally. 
RESET = 0x1 Hold I2C in reset. 

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL0_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL0_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL0_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL0_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL0_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL0_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING0 

[9:0] RCV_COUNT rw 0x30 
Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for capturing read 
data after the I2C clock goes high. 

[15:10] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[25:16] HIGH_COUNT rw 0x78 
Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for the high period 
of the I2C clock. 

[31:26] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING0_SET 
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[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING0_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING0_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING0_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING0_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING0_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING1 

[9:0] XMIT_COUNT rw 0x30 

Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for changing 
transmitted data after the I2C clock goes low. Set this value to 
produce valid i2c setup and hold times at the desired bit rate 
for the current APBX clock rate. 

[15:10] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[25:16] LOW_COUNT rw 0x80 
Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for the low period 
of the I2C clock. 

[31:26] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING1_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING1_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING1_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING1_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING1_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING1_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING2 

[9:0] LEADIN_COUNT rw 0x30 
Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for delaying the 
rising edge of i2c_sck after the kick. 

[15:10] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[25:16] BUS_FREE rw 0x30 
Load this bit field with the APBX clock count for delaying the 
transition to the bus idle state after entering stop state in the 
clock generator. 

[31:26] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING2_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING2_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING2_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING2_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_TIMING2_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_TIMING2_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL1 
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[0] SLAVE_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one 
to its SCT clear address. This bit is set by the slave search 
engine to indicate that it has stopped searching due to an 
address match or error. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[1] SLAVE_STOP_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an I2C Stop Condition was 
received by the slave address search engine after it had found 
a start command addressed to its slave address. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[2] MASTER_LOSS_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one 
to its SCT clear address. This interrupt indicates that a master 
read or write transaction lost an arbitration with another 
master. 
Master loss is indicated by the master attempting to transmit a 
one to the bus at the same time as another master writes a 
zero. The wired and bus produces a zero on the bus which is 
detected by the lossing master. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[3] EARLY_TERM_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one 
to its SCT clear address. This interrupt indicates that a master  
write transfrom from the STMP38xx to a slave device was 
NAKed by the slave before the transfer was completed. In slave 
mode, it indicates that the master NAKed a byte transmitted 
by the slave causing early termination of the expected transfer. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[4] OVERSIZE_XFER_TERM_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one 
to its SCT clear address. This interrupt indicates that a master 
DMA transfer did not complete by the end of the transfer size. 
This is indicated by the slave acknowledging the last byte of a 
write transfer instead of NAKing it. The master should then 
send additional bytes of data if desired. This interrupt is only 
used in slave mode. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[5] NO_SLAVE_ACK_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller because the slave addressed by a master 
transfer did not respond with an acknowledge. This bit is 
cleared by software by writing a one to its SCT clear address. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 
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[6] DATA_ENGINE_CMPLT_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller because the data engine transfer has completed. 
This bit is cleared by software by writing a one to its SCT clear 
address. This interrupt indicates that the data engine has 
completed a DMA transfer in either master or slave mode. This 
notification is useful for pio mode master write (transmit) or 
slave read (transmit) operations, i.e., data engine transmit 
operations. PIO receive operations are not supported. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[7] BUS_FREE_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller because the bus has become free. This bit is 
cleared by software by writing a one to its SCT clear address.  
This interrupt indicates that the I2C bus, which was busy, has 
just become free. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[8] SLAVE_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. The corresponding 
HW_I2C_CTRL1_SLAVE_IRQ interrupt bit is set by the slave 
search engine to indicate that it has stopped searching due to 
an address match or error. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[9] SLAVE_STOP_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[10] MASTER_LOSS_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[11] EARLY_TERM_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[12] 
OVERSIZE_XFER_TERM_IRQ 
_EN 

rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[13] NO_SLAVE_ACK_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable interrupt requests to be routed to 
the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable interrupts from 
the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[14] 
DATA_ENGINE_CMPLT_IRQ_ 
EN 

rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable data engine complete interrupt 
requests to be routed to the interrupt collector. Set to zero to 
disable interrupts from the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 
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[15] BUS_FREE_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable bus free interrupt requests to be 
routed to the interrupt collector. Set to zero to disable 
interrupts from the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[23:16] DIRECTION rw 0x86 

Slave address byte, note the slave address is only seven bits 
long. The slave address search state machine will respond to 
either a read or a write command issued to the seven bit 
address. Set the LSB (bit 0) to one to match ALL 7 bit i2c 
addresses. 

[24] BCAST_SLAVE_EN ro 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the slave address search machine 
to look for both a match to the programmed slave address as 
well as a match to the broadcast address of all zeroes. 
NO_BCAST = 0x0 Do not watch for broadcast address while 
matching programmed slave address. 
WATCH_BCAST = 0x1 Watch for the all zeroes broadcast 
address while matching programmed slave address. 

[25] FORCE_CLK_IDLE rw 0x0 
Writing a one to this bit will force the clock generator state 
machine to return to its idle state and stay there. 

[26] FORCE_DATA_IDLE rw 0x0 
Writing a one to this bit will force the data state machine to 
return to its idle state and stay there. 

[27] ACK_MODE rw 0x1 

This setting affects the behavior of the ACK pulse when 
RETAIN_CLOCK=1. 
ACK_AFTER_HOLD_LOW = 0x0 ACK will occur after clock is held 
low at start of next access. 
ACK_BEFORE_HOLD_LOW = 0x1 ACK will occur at end of access 
before clock is held low. 

[28] CLR_GOT_A_NAK rw 0x0 
Setting this bit will clear the got_a_nak. DO_NOTHING = 0x0 
CLEAR = 0x1 Clear got_a_nak. 

[29] WR_QUEUE_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller because the write queue threshold criterion has 
been met. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one to its 
SCT clear address. Note that the enable bit for this interrupt is 
in the HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL register. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[30] RD_QUEUE_IRQ rw 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller because the read queue threshold criterion has 
been met. This bit is cleared by software by writing a one to its 
SCT clear address. Note that the enable bit for this interrupt is 
in the HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL register. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[31] unused rw 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL1_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL1_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_CTRL1_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL1_CLR wo 0x0   
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Register name HW_I2C_CTRL1_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_CTRL1_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_STAT 

[0] SLAVE_IRQ_SUMMARY ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[1] 
SLAVE_STOP_IRQ_SUMMAR 
Y 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[2] 
MASTER_LOSS_IRQ_SUMM 
ARY 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[3] 
EARLY_TERM_IRQ_SUMMA 
RY 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[4] 
OVERSIZE_XFER_TERM_IRQ 
_SUMMARY 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[5] 
NO_SLAVE_ACK_IRQ_SUMM 
ARY 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[6] 
DATA_ENGINE_CMPLT_IRQ_ 
SUMMARY 

ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[7] BUS_FREE_IRQ_SUMMARY ro 0x0 

This bit is set to indicate that an interrupt is requested by the 
I2C controller. It is a logical AND of the corresponding interrupt 
status bit and interrupt enable bit. 
NO_REQUEST = 0x0 No Interrupt Request Pending. 
REQUEST = 0x1 Interrupt Request Pending. 

[8] SLAVE_BUSY ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C slave address search 
engine is busy with a transaction. This bit will go high when an 
address search is started and will remain high until the slave 
search engine returns to its idle state. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C slave search engine is idle. 
BUSY = 0x1 I2C slave search engine is busy searching for an 
address match. 
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[9] DATA_ENGINE_BUSY ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C data transfer engine is 
busy with a data transmit or recieve opertion. In addition, it 
can be busy, as a master, sending a start or stop condition. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C Data Engine is idle. 
BUSY = 0x1 I2C is Data Engine busy performing a data transfer. 

[10] CLK_GEN_BUSY ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C clock generator is busy 
with a transaction. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C clock generator is idle. 
BUSY = 0x1 I2C clock generator is busy performing a command. 

[11] BUS_BUSY ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C bus is busy with a 
transaction. It is set by a start condition and reset by a 
detected stop condition. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C bus is idle, i.e. reset state or at least one stop 
condition detected. 
BUSY = 0x1 I2C bus is busy, i.e. at least one start condition has 
been detected. 

[12] DATA_ENGINE_DMA_WAIT ro 0x0 

This read-only bit is set to one when the data engine is waitng 
for data from a DMA device. This bit can be used to transmit 
short I2C transactions without using a DMA channel. This 
generally works for up to three data bytes transmitted with 
one address byte. 
CONTINUE = 0x0 I2C master is not waiting on data from the 
DMA. 
WAITING = 0x1 I2C master is waiting on data from the DMA. 

[13] SLAVE_SEARCHING ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C slave function is 
searching for a transaction that matches the current slave 
address. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C slave search is idle. 
ACTIVE = 0x1 I2C is actively searching for an address match. 

[14] SLAVE_FOUND ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C slave function was 
searching for a transaction that matches the current slave 
address. When set to one, it indicates that an address match 
was found and the I2C clock is frozen by the slave search. This 
bit is cleared by starting the appropriate slave DMA transfer or 
restarting a slave search. 
IDLE = 0x0 I2C slave search is idle. 
WAITING = 0x1 I2C has found an address match and is holding 
the I2C clock line low. 

[15] SLAVE_ADDR_EQ_ZERO ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C slave function was 
searching for a transaction that matches the current slave 
address. When set to one, it indicates that an address match 
was found for the exact adderss 0x00. 
ZERO_NOT_MATCHED = 0x0 I2C slave search did not match a 
zero. 
WAS_ZERO = 0x1 I2C has found an address match against 
address 0x00. 

[23:16] RCVD_SLAVE_ADDR ro 0x0 
This read-only byte indicates that the state of the slave I2C 
address byte received, including the read/write bit received 
from an address byte that matched our slave address. 

[27:24] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[28] CLR_GOT_A_NAK ro 0x0 
Read-only view of the got-a-nak signal.  
NO_NAK = 0x0 I2C master has not detected a NAK. 
DETECTED_NAK = 0x1 I2C master has detected a NAK. 
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[29] ANY_ENABLED_IRQ ro 0x0 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C controller has at least 
one enable interrupt requesting service. It is the logic OR of all 
of the IRQ summary bits. 
NO_REQUESTS = 0x0 No enabled interrupts are requesting 
service. 
AT_LEAST_ONE_REQUEST = 0x1 At least one of the summary 
interrupt bits is set. 

[30] SLAVE_PRESENT ro 0x1 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C slave function is 
present when it reads back a one. This I2C function is not 
available on a device that returns a zero for this bit field. 
UNAVAILABLE = 0x0 I2C is not present in this product. 
AVAILABLE = 0x1 I2C is present in this product. 

[31] MASTER_PRESENT ro 0x1 

This read-only bit indicates that the I2C master function is 
present when it reads back a one. This I2C function is not 
available on a device that returns a zero for this bit field. 
UNAVAILABLE = 0x0 I2C is not present in this product. 
AVAILABLE = 0x1 I2C is present in this product. 

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL 

[0] WR_QUEUE_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable receiving interrupts from the 
WR_QUEUE_IRQ source to the interrupt collector. Set to zero 
to disable interrupts from the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 Interrupt source disabled. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt source enabled. 

[1] RD_QUEUE_IRQ_EN rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable receiving interrupts from the 
RD_QUEUE_IRQ source to the interrupt collector. Set to zero to 
disable interrupts from the I2C controller. 
DISABLED = 0x0 Interrupt source disabled. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Interrupt source enabled. 

[2] PIO_QUEUE_MODE rw 0x0 

When this bit is set writes to the QUEUECTRL and DATA 
registers are queued up. When the 
HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_QUEUE_RUN bit is later set, all the 
commands (and associated data) will be executed in the order 
they are written. 

[3] WR_CLEAR rw 0x0 
Asserting this bit clears the write queue that holds commands 
and data written through the QUEUECTRL and DATA registers. 

[4] RD_CLEAR rw 0x0 
Asserting this bit clears the read queue that holds data read 
from the I2C port. 

[5] QUEUE_RUN rw 0x0 

Asserting this bit essentially tells the system to begin executing 
commands and data that are in the queue. This allows 
software to "kick off a series of commands when it chooses. 
STOP = 0x0 Don't process commands or stop after processing 
the currently executing command. 
START = 0x1 Start processing commands. 

[7:6] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[12:8] WR_THRESH rw 0x0 

This field specified the threshold value of the number of write 
queue words, or less, that should be in the queue before a 
write queue interrupt is generated to the CPU. The valid range 
for this field is 0-8. A value of 0 indicates a threshold of an 
empty queue. 

[15:13] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 
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[20:16] RD_THRESH rw 0x0 

This field specified the threshold value of the number of read 
queue words, or more, that should be in the queue before a 
read queue interrupt is generated to the CPU. The valid range 
for this field is 0-7. A value of 0 indicates a threshold of an 
empty queue. 

[31:21] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECTRL_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT 

[4:0] WR_QUEUE_CNT ro 0x0 
A read-only view of how many words are currently in the write 
queue. 

[5] WR_QUEUE_EMPTY ro 0x1 A read-only view of the write queue empty signal. 

[6] WR_QUEUE_FULL ro 0x0 A read-only view of the write queue full signal. 

[7] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[12:8] RD_QUEUE_CNT ro 0x0 
A read-only view of how many words are currently in the read 
queue. 

[13] RD_QUEUE_EMPTY ro 0x1 A read-only view of the read queue empty signal. 

[14] RD_QUEUE_FULL ro 0x0 A read-only view of the read queue full signal. 

[31:15] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUESTAT_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECMD 

[15:0] XFER_COUNT_1 rw 0x0 
Number of bytes to transfer. This field decrements as bytes are 
transferred. 

[16] DIRECTION_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to select an I2C transmit operation in either 
slave or master mode. XMIT = write in master mode, read in 
slave mode. Set this bit to zero to select an I2C receive 
operation in either slave or master mode. 
RECEIVE = 0x0 I2C receive operation for slave or master.  
TRANSMIT = 0x1 I2C transmit operation for slave or master. 
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[17] MASTER_MODE_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to select master mode. Set it zero to select 
slave mode. 
SLAVE = 0x0 Operate in slave mode. 
MASTER = 0x1 Operate in master mode. 

[18] SLAVE_ADDRESS_ENABLE_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the slave address decoder. When 
an address match occurs, the I2C bus clock is frozen, by setting 
HW_I2C_CTRL0_CLOCK_HELD, and an interrupt is generated. 
DISABLED = 0x0 Disable the slave address decoder. 
ENABLED = 0x1 Enable the slave address decoder. 

[19] PRE_SEND_START_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to send a start condition before transferring 
the data associated with this transaction. This bit is 
automatically cleared by the hardware after the operation has 
been performed. 
NO_START = 0x0 Do not send a start condition before this 
transaction. 
SEND_START = 0x1 Send a start condition before this 
transaction. 

[20] POST_SEND_STOP_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to send a stop condition after transferring 
the data associated with this transaction. This bit is 
automatically cleared by the hardware after the operation has 
been performed. 
NO_STOP = 0x0 Do not send a stop condition before this 
transaction. 
SEND_STOP = 0x1 Send a stop condition before this 
transaction. 

[21] RETAIN_CLOCK_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to retain the clock at the end of this 
transaction. This has the effect of holding the clock low until 
the start of the next transaction. 
RELEASE = 0x0 Release the clock line after this data transfer. 
HOLD_LOW = 0x1 Hold the clock line low after this data 
transfer. 

[22] CLOCK_HELD_1 rw 0x0 

This bit is set to one by the I2C controller state machines. It 
holds the I2C clock line low until cleared. It must be cleared by 
firmware, either by CPU instructions or DMA PIO transactions. 
It is set high when a slave address is matched by the slave 
controller. It is also set high at the end of a master or slave 
transaction that had the RETAIN_CLOCK bit set high. Software 
should not set this bit to one. 
RELEASE = 0x0 Release the clock line. 
HELD_LOW = 0x1 The clock line is currently being held low. 

[23] MULTI_MASTER_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to enable the master state machine to 
monitor the start conditions generated by other masters. The 
bus is assumed to be busy from the first start condition 
generated by another master until a stop condition is 
generated. 
SINGLE = 0x0 Assume we are the only master. 
MULTIPLE = 0x1 Enable multiple master bus busy monitoring 
from start detects. 

[24] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

[25] SEND_NAK_ON_LAST_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to cause the DMA transfer engine to send a 
NAK on the last byte. 
ACK_IT = 0x0 Send an ACK on the last byte received. 
NAK_IT = 0x1 Send a NAK on the last byte received. 
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[26] ACKNOWLEDGE_1 rw 0x0 

Set this bit to one to cause a pending acknowledge bit (prior to 
DMA transfer) to be acknowledged. Set it to zero to NAK the 
pending acknowledge bit. This bit is set to one by the slave 
search engine if the criteria is met for acknowledging a slave 
address. Software can reset the bit to slave-not-acknowledge 
the address. This bit defines the state of the i2c_data line 
during the address acknowledge bit time. The slave search 
engine holds the clock at this point for a software decision. 
This bit has no effect when the presend start option is 
selected. 
SNAK = 0x0 slave not acknowledge when the held clock is 
released. 
ACK = 0x1 slave acknowledge when the held clock is released. 

[27] PRE_ACK_1 rw 0x0 Reserved for Sigmatel use. 

[31:28] unused ro 0x0 Always set this bit field to zero. 

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_SET 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_SET wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_CLR 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_CLR wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_TOG 

[31:0] HW_I2C_QUEUECMD_TOG wo 0x0   

Register name HW_I2C_QUEUEDATA 

[31:0] DATA ro 0x0 
Software should read from this address to retreive data from 
I2C read operations. 

Register name HW_I2C_DATA 

[31:0] DATA rw 0x0 
The source DMA channel writes to this address. The 
Destination DMA channel reads from this address. 

 

3.4.2 SPI 

The SPI performs serial-to-parallel conversion on data received from a peripheral device. The 

CPU accesses data, control, and status information through the AMBA APB interface. The 

transmit and receive paths are buffered with internal FIFO memories allowing up to eight 16-

bit values to be stored independently in both transmit and receive modes. 

 

Main features are as below: 

• Programmable clock bit rate and prescale. 

• Separate transmit and receive first-in, first-out memory buffers, 16 bits wide, 8 

locations deep. 

• Programmable choices of interface operation including Motorola，Microwire，

TI and so on. 

• Programmable data frame size from 4 to 16 bits. 
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• Independent masking of transmit FIFO, receive FIFO, and receive overrun 

interrupts. 

 

Single and continuous transmission signal sequences for Motorola SPI format with SPO=0, 

SPH=0 are shown below： 

 

Figure 3-7 Motorola SPI Format with SPO=0, SPH=0 

 

Figure 3-8 Motorola SPI Continuous Format with SPO=0, SPH=0 

 

The transfer signal sequence for Motorola SPI format with SPO=0, SPH=1 is shown below： 
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Figure 3-9 Motorola SPI Format with SPO=0, SPH=1 

 

Single and continuous transmission signal sequences for Motorola SPI format with SPO=1, 

SPH=0 are shown below： 

 

Figure 3-10 Motorola SPI Format with SPO=1, SPH=0 

 

Figure 3-11 Motorola SPI Continuous Format with SPO=1, SPH=0 

 

The transfer signal sequence for Motorola SPI format with SPO=0, SPH=1 is shown below： 
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Figure 3-12 Motorola SPI Format with SPO=1, SPH=1 

 

3.4.2.1 Registers 

3.4.2.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-5 SPI register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40060000 SPI0 SPI0 block 

0x40030000 SPI1 SPI1 block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
SSPCR0 0x00 SSPCR0 is control register 0 and contains five bit fields that control 

various functions within the PrimeCell SSP. 

SSPCR1 0x04 SSPCR1 is the control register 1 and contains four different bit fields, 
which control various functions within the PrimeCell SSP. 

SSPDR 0x08 SSPDR is the data register and is 16-bits wide. When SSPDR is read, 
the entry in the receive FIFO (pointed to by the current FIFO read 
pointer) is accessed. As data values are removed by the PrimeCell SSP 
receive logic from the incoming data frame, they are placed into the 
entry in the receive FIFO (pointed to by the current FIFO write 
pointer). 
When SSPDR is written to, the entry in the transmit FIFO (pointed to 
by the write pointer). Data values are removed from the transmit FIFO 
one value at a time by the transmit logic. It is loaded into the transmit 
serial shifter, then serially shifted out onto the SSPTXD pin at the 
programmed bit rate. 
When a data size of less than 16 bits is selected, the user must right-
justify data written to the transmit FIFO. The transmit logic ignores the 
unused bits. Received data less than 16 bits is automatically right-
justified in the receive buffer. 

SSPSR 0x0c SSPSR is a read-only status register that contains bits that indicate the 
FIFO fill status and the PrimeCell SSP busy status. 

SSPCPSR 0x10 SSPCPSR is the clock prescale register and specifies the division factor 
by which the input SSPCLK must be internally divided before further 
use. 
The value programmed into this register must be an even number 
between 2 to 254. The least significant bit of the programmed number 
is hard-coded to zero. If an odd number is written to this register, data 
read back from this register has the least significant bit as zero. 

SSPIMSC 0x14 The SSPIMSC register is the interrupt mask set or clear register. It is a 
read/write register. 
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On a read this register gives the current value of the mask on the 
relevant interrupt. A write of 1 to the particular bit sets the mask, 
enabling the interrupt to be read. A write of 0 clears the 
corresponding mask. All the bits are cleared to 0 when reset. 

SSPDMACR 0x24 The SSPDMACR register is the DMA control register. It is a read/write 
register. All the bits are cleared to 0 on reset. 

3.4.2.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-6 SPI register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name SPICR0 

[3:0] DSS rw 0x0 

Data Size Select: 
0000 Reserved, undefined operation 
0001 Reserved, undefined operation 
0010 Reserved, undefined operation 
0011 4-bit data 
0100 5-bit data 
0101 6-bit data 
0110 7-bit data 
0111 8-bit data 
1000 9-bit data 
1001 10-bit data 
1010 11-bit data 
1011 12-bit data 
1100 13-bit data 
1101 14-bit data 
1110 15-bit data 
1111 16-bit data. 

[5:4] FRF rw 0x0 
Frame format: 
00 Motorola SPI frame format 
11 Reserved, undefined operation 

[6] SPO rw 0x0 SPICLKOUT polarity  

[7] SPH rw 0x0 SPICLKOUT phase 

[15:8] SCR rw 0x0 

Serial clock rate. The value SCR is used to 
generate the transmit and receive bit rate 
of the SPI. The bit rate is: 
Fspiclk/(CPSDVR*(1+SCR)) 
where CPSDVSR is an even value from 2 to 
254, programmed through the SPICPSR 
register and SCR is a value from 0 to 255. 

Register name SPICR1 

[0] LBM rw 0x0 

Loop back mode: 
0 = Normal serial port operation enabled 
1 = Output of transmit serial shifter is 
connected to input of receive serial shifter 
internally. 

[1] SSE rw 0x0 
Synchronous serial port enable: 
0 = SPI operation disabled 
1 = SPI operation enabled. 

Register name SPIDR 

[15:0] DATA rw 0x0 

Transmit/Receive FIFO: 
Read = Receive FIFO 
Write = Transmit FIFO. 
You must right-justify data when the SPI is 
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programmed for a data size that is less 
than 16 bits. Unused bits at the top are 
ignored by transmit logic. The receive 
logic automatically right-justifies. 

Register name SPISR 

[0] TFE ro 0x1 
Transmit FIFO empty (read-only): 
0 = Transmit FIFO is not empty 
1 = Transmit FIFO is empty. 

[1] TNF ro 0x1 
Transmit FIFO not full (read-only): 
0 = Transmit FIFO is full 
1 = Transmit FIFO is not full. 

[2] RNE ro 0x0 
Receive FIFO not empty (read-only): 
0 = Receive FIFO is empty 
1 = Receive FIFO is not empty. 

[3] RFF ro 0x0 
Receive FIFO full (read-only): 
0 = Receive FIFO is not full 
1 = Receive FIFO is full. 

[4] BSY ro 0x0 

SPI busy flag (read-only): 
0 = SPI is idle 
1 = SPI is currently transmitting and/or 
receiving a frame or the transmit FIFO is 
not empty. 

Register name SPICPSR 

[7:0] CPSDVSR rw 0x0 

Clock prescale divisor. Must be an even 
number from 2 to 254, depending on the 
frequency of SPICLK. The least significant 
bit always returns zero on reads. 

Register name SPIIMSC 

[0] RORIM rw 0x0 

Receive overrun interrupt mask: 
0 = RxFIFO written to while full condition 
interrupt is masked 1= RxFIFO written to 
while full condition interrupt is not 
masked. 

[1] RTIM rw 0x0 

Receive timeout interrupt mask: 
0 = RxFIFO not empty and no read prior to 
timeout period interrupt is masked 
1= RxFIFO not empty and no read prior to 
timeout period interrupt is not masked. 

[2] RXIM rw 0x0 

Receive FIFO interrupt mask: 
0 = Rx FIFO half full or less condition 
interrupt is masked 
1 = Rx FIFO half full or less condition 
interrupt is not masked. 

[3] TXIM rw 0x0 

Transmit FIFO interrupt mask: 
0 = Tx FIFO half empty or less condition 
interrupt is masked 
1 = Tx FIFO half empty or less condition 
interrupt is not masked. 

Register name SPIDMACR 

[0] RXDMAE rw 0x0 
If this bit is set to 1, DMA for the receive 
FIFO is enabled 

[1] TXDMAE rw 0x0 
If this bit is set to 1, DMA for the transmit 
FIFO is enabled 
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3.4.3 UART 

The UART performs: 

• serial-to-parallel conversion on data received from a peripheral device 

• parallel-to-serial conversion on data transmitted to the peripheral device. 

 

The CPU reads and writes data and control/status information through the AMBA APB 

interface. The transmit and receive paths are buffered with internal FIFO memories enabling 

up to 32-bytes to be stored independently in both transmit and receive modes. 

 

Main features are as below: 

• Hardware flow control 

• A programmable baud rate generator, up to 921600bps 

• Independent transmit and receive FIFO 

• Individually-maskable interrupts from the receive (including timeout), transmit, 

modem status and error conditions 

• A single combined interrupt so that the output is asserted if any of the individual 

interrupts are asserted, and unmasked 

 

If a framing, parity, or break error occurs during reception, the appropriate error bit is set, and 

is stored in the FIFO. If an overrun condition occurs, the overrun register bit is set 

immediately and FIFO data is prevented from being overwritten. You can program the FIFOs 

to be 1-byte deep providing a conventional double-buffered UART interface.  

The modem status input signals Clear To Send (CTS), Data Carrier Detect (DCD), Data Set 

Ready (DSR), and Ring Indicator (RI) are supported. The output modem control lines, 

Request To Send (RTS), and Data Terminal Ready (DTR) are also supported. There is a 

programmable hardware flow control feature that uses the CTS input and the RTS output to 

automatically control the serial data flow.  

 

UART timing diagram is as below: 

 

Figure 3-13 UART Timing Diagram 
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3.4.3.1 Registers 

3.4.3.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-7 UART register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40020000 UART0 UART0 block 

0x40021000 UART1 UART1 block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
UARTDR 0x00 For words to be transmitted: 

• if the FIFOs are enabled, data written to this location is pushed onto 
the transmit FIFO  

• if the FIFOs are not enabled, data is stored in the transmitter holding 
register (the bottom word of the transmit FIFO). 
The write operation initiates transmission from the UART. The data is 
prefixed with a start bit, appended with the appropriate parity bit (if 
parity is enabled), and a stop bit. The resultant word is then 
transmitted. 

For received words: • if the FIFOs are enabled, the data byte and the 
4-bit status (break, frame, parity, and overrun) is pushed onto the 12-
bit wide receive FIFO 

• if the FIFOs are not enabled, the data byte and status are stored in 

the receiving holding register (the bottom word of the receive FIFO). 
The received data byte is read by performing reads from the UARTDR 
Register along with the corresponding status information. 

UARTRSR_UARTECR 0x04 The UARTRSR/UARTECR Register is the receive status register/error 
clear register. Receive status can also be read from the UARTRSR 
Register. If the status is read from this register, then the status 
information for break, framing and parity corresponds to the data 
character read from the Data Register, UARTDR on page 3-5 prior to 
reading the UARTRSR Register. The status information for overrun is 
set immediately when an overrun condition occurs. 

UARTFR 0x18 The UARTFR Register is the flag register. After reset TXFF, RXFF, and 
BUSY are 0, and TXFE and RXFE are 1. 

UARTIBRD 0x24 The UARTIBRD Register is the integer part of the baud rate divisor 
value. 

UARTFBRD 0x28 SET HW_I2C_TIMING0 

UARTLCR_H 0x2c The UARTLCR_H Register is the line control register. This register 
accesses bits 29 to 22 of the UART Line Control Register, UARTLCR. 

UARTCR 0x30 The UARTCR Register is the control register. All the bits are cleared to 
0 on reset except for bits 9 and 8 that are set to 1. 

UARTIFLS 0x34 The UARTIFLS Register is the interrupt FIFO level select register. You 
can use this register to define the FIFO level that triggers the assertion 
of UARTTXINTR and UARTRXINTR. 
The interrupts are generated based on a transition through a level 
rather than being based on the level. That is, the interrupts are 
generated when the fill level progresses through the trigger level. 

UARTIMSC 0x38 The UARTIMSC Register is the interrupt mask set/clear register. It is a 
read/write register. 
On a read this register returns the current value of the mask on the 
relevant interrupt. On a write of 1 to the particular bit, it sets the 
corresponding mask of that interrupt. A write of 0 clears the 
corresponding mask. 

UARTRIS 0x3C The UARTRIS Register is the raw interrupt status register. It is a read-
only register. This register returns the current raw status value, prior 
to masking, of the corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect. 

UARTMIS 0x40 The UARTMIS Register is the masked interrupt status register. It is a 
read-only register. 
This register returns the current masked status value of the 
corresponding interrupt. A write has no effect. All the bits except for 
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the modem status interrupt bits (bits 3 to 0) are cleared to 0 when 
reset. The modem status interrupt bits are undefined after reset. 

UARTICR 0x44 The UARTICR Register is the interrupt clear register and is write-only. 
On a write of 1, the corresponding interrupt is cleared. A write of 0 
has no effect. 

UARTDMACR 0x48 The UARTDMACR Register is the DMA control register. It is a 
read/write register. All the bits are cleared to 0 on reset. 

 

3.4.3.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-8 UART register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name UARTDR 

[7:0] DATA rw 0x0 
Receive (read) data character. 
Transmit (write) data character. 

[8] FE rw 0x0 

Framing error. When set to 1, it indicates that 
the received character did not have a valid 
stop bit (a validstop bit is 1). 
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. 

[9] PE rw 0x0 

Parity error. When set to 1, it indicates that the 
parity of the received data character does not 
match the parity that the EPS and SPS bits in 
the Line Control Register, UARTLCR_H  
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. 

[10] BE rw 0x0 

Break error. This bit is set to 1 if a break 
condition was detected, indicating that the 
received data input was held LOW for longer 
than a full-word transmission time (defined as 
start, data, parity and stop bits). 
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. When a break 
occurs, only one 0 character is loaded into the 
FIFO. The next character is only enabled after 
the receive data input goes to a 1 (marking 
state), and the next valid start bit is received. 

[11] OE rw 0x0 

Overrun error. This bit is set to 1 if data is 
received and the receive FIFO is already full. 
This is cleared to 0 once there is an empty 
space in the FIFO and a new character can be 
written to it. 

Register name UARTRSR_UARTECR 

[0] FE wc 0x0 

Framing error. When set to 1, it indicates that 
the received character did not have a valid 
stop bit (a valid stop bit is 1). 
This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR. 
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. 

[1] PE wc 0x0 

Parity error. When set to 1, it indicates that the 
parity of the received data character does not 
match the parity that the EPS and SPS bits in 
the Line Control Register, UARTLCR_H  
This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR. 
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. 

[2] BE wc 0x0 
Break error. This bit is set to 1 if a break 
condition was detected, indicating that the 
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received data input was held LOW for longer 
than a full-word transmission time (defined as 
start, data, parity, and stop bits). 
This bit is cleared to 0 after a write to 
UARTECR. 
In FIFO mode, this error is associated with the 
character at the top of the FIFO. When a break 
occurs, only one 0 character is loaded into the 
FIFO. The next character is only enabled after 
the receive data input goes to a 1 (marking 
state) and the next valid start bit is received. 

[3] OE wc 0x0 

Overrun error. This bit is set to 1 if data is 
received and the FIFO is already full. 
This bit is cleared to 0 by a write to UARTECR. 
The FIFO contents remain valid because no 
more data is written when the FIFO is full, only 
the contents of the shift register are 
overwritten. The CPU must now read the data, 
to empty the FIFO. 

Register name UARTFR 

[0] CTS ro 0x0 

Clear to send. This bit is the complement of the 
UART clear to send, nUARTCTS, modem status 
input. 
That is, the bit is 1 when nUARTCTS is LOW. 

[1] DSR ro 0x0 

Data set ready. This bit is the complement of 
the UART data set ready, nUARTDSR, modem 
status input. That is, the bit is 1 when 
nUARTDSR is LOW. 

[2] DCD ro 0x0 

Data carrier detect. This bit is the complement 
of the UART data carrier detect, nUARTDCD, 
modem status input. That is, the bit is 1 when 
nUARTDCD is LOW. 

[3] BUSY ro 0x0 

UART busy. If this bit is set to 1, the UART is 
busy transmitting data. This bit remains set 
until the complete byte, including all the stop 
bits, has been sent from the shift register. 
This bit is set as soon as the transmit FIFO 
becomes non-empty, regardless of whether 
the UART is enabled or not. 

[4] RXFE ro 0x1 

Receive FIFO empty. The meaning of this bit 
depends on the state of the FEN bit in the 
UARTLCR_H Register. 
If the FIFO is disabled, this bit is set when the 
receive holding register is empty. 
If the FIFO is enabled, the RXFE bit is set when 
the receive FIFO is empty. 

[5] TXFF ro 0x0 

Transmit FIFO full. The meaning of this bit 
depends on the state of the FEN bit in the 
UARTLCR_H Register. 
If the FIFO is disabled, this bit is set when the 
transmit holding register is full. 
If the FIFO is enabled, the TXFF bit is set when 
the transmit FIFO is full. 

[6] RXFF ro 0x0 

Receive FIFO full. The meaning of this bit 
depends on the state of the FEN bit in the 
UARTLCR_H Register. 
If the FIFO is disabled, this bit is set when the 
receive holding register is full. 
If the FIFO is enabled, the RXFF bit is set when 
the receive FIFO is full. 
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[7] TXFE ro 0x1 

Transmit FIFO empty. The meaning of this bit 
depends on the state of the FEN bit in the Line 
Control Register, UARTLCR_H. 
If the FIFO is disabled, this bit is set when the 
transmit holding register is empty. 
If the FIFO is enabled, the TXFE bit is set when 
the transmit FIFO is empty. 
This bit does not indicate if there is data in the 
transmit shift register. 

[8] RI ro 0x0 

Ring indicator. This bit is the complement of 
the UART ring indicator, nUARTRI, modem 
status input.  
That is, the bit is 1 when nUARTRI is LOW. 

Register name UARTIBRD 

[15:0] ILPDVSR rw 0x0 
The integer baud rate divisor. 
These bits are cleared to 0 on reset. 

Register name UARTFBRD 

[5:0] BAUD DIVFRAC wo 0x0 
The fractional baud rate divisor. 
These bits are cleared to 0 on reset. 

Register name UARTLCR_H 

[0] BRK rw 0x0 

Send break. If this bit is set to 1, a low-level is 
continually output on the UARTTXD output, 
after completing transmission of the current 
character. For the proper execution of the 
break command, the software must set this bit 
for at least two complete frames. 
For normal use, this bit must be cleared to 0. 

[1] PEN rw 0x0 

Parity enable: 
0 = parity is disabled and no parity bit added to 
the data frame 
1 = parity checking and generation is enabled. 

[2] EPS rw 0x0 

Even parity select. Controls the type of parity 
the UART uses during transmission and 
reception: 
0 = odd parity. The UART generates or checks 
for an odd number of 1s in the data and parity 
bits. 
1 = even parity. The UART generates or checks 
for an even number of 1s in the data and parity 
bits. 
This bit has no effect when the PEN bit disables 
parity checking and generation.  

[3] STP2 rw 0x0 

Two stop bits select. If this bit is set to 1, two 
stop bits are transmitted at the end of the 
frame. The receive logic does not check for two 
stop bits being received. 

[4] FEN rw 0x0 

Enable FIFOs: 
0 = FIFOs are disabled (character mode) that is, 
the FIFOs become 1-byte-deep holding 
registers 
1 = transmit and receive FIFO buffers are 
enabled (FIFO mode). 

[6:5] WLEN rw 0x0 

Word length. These bits indicate the number of 
data bits transmitted or received in a frame as 
follows: 
b11 = 8 bits 
b10 = 7 bits 
b01 = 6 bits 
b00 = 5 bits. 

[7] SPS rw 0x0 Stick parity select. 
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0 = stick parity is disabled 
1 = either: 
• if the EPS bit is 0 then the parity bit is 
transmitted and checked as a 1 
• if the EPS bit is 1 then the parity bit is 
transmitted and checked as a 0. 
This bit has no effect when the PEN bit disables 
parity checking and generation.  

Register name UARTCR 

[0] UARTEN rw 0x0 

UART enable: 
0 = UART is disabled. If the UART is disabled in 
the middle of transmission or reception, it 
completes the current character before 
stopping. 
1 = the UART is enabled. Data transmission and 
reception occurs for either UART signals or SIR 
signals depending on the setting of the SIREN 
bit. 

[1] SIREN rw 0x0 

SIR enable: 
0 = IrDA SIR ENDEC is disabled. nSIROUT 
remains LOW (no light pulse generated), and 
signal transitions on SIRIN have no effect. 
1 = IrDA SIR ENDEC is enabled. Data is 
transmitted and received on nSIROUT and 
SIRIN. 
UARTTXD remains HIGH, in the marking state. 
Signal transitions on UARTRXD or modem 
status inputs have no effect. 
This bit has no effect if the UARTEN bit disables 
the UART. 

[2] SIRLP rw 0x0 

SIR low-power IrDA mode. This bit selects the 
IrDA encoding mode. If this bit is cleared to 0, 
low-level bits are transmitted as an active high 
pulse with a width of 3/16th of the bit period. 
If this bit is set to 1, low-level bits are 
transmitted with a pulse width that is 3 times 
the period of the IrLPBaud16 input signal, 
regardless of the selected bit rate. Setting this 
bit uses less power, but might reduce 
transmission distances. 

[6:3] rsvd rw 0x0   

[7] LBE rw 0x0 

Loopback enable. If this bit is set to 1 and the 
SIREN bit is set to 1 and the SIRTEST bit in the 
Test Control Register, UARTTCR is set to 1, then 
the nSIROUT path is inverted, and fed through 
to the SIRIN path. The SIRTEST bit in the test 
register must be set to 1 to override the 
normal half-duplex SIR operation. This must be 
the requirement for accessing the test 
registers during normal operation, and SIRTEST 
must be cleared to 0 when loopback testing is 
finished. This feature reduces the amount of 
external coupling required during system test. 
If this bit is set to 1, and the SIRTEST bit is set 
to 0, the UARTTXD path is fed through to the 
UARTRXD path. 
In either SIR mode or UART mode, when this 
bit is set, the modem outputs are also fed 
through to the modem inputs. 
This bit is cleared to 0 on reset, to disable 
loopback. 
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[8] TXE rw 0x1 

Transmit enable. If this bit is set to 1, the 
transmit section of the UART is enabled. Data 
transmission 
occurs for either UART signals, or SIR signals 
depending on the setting of the SIREN bit. 
When the UART is disabled in the middle of 
transmission, it completes the current 
character before stopping. 

[9] RXE rw 0x1 

Receive enable. If this bit is set to 1, the 
receive section of the UART is enabled. Data 
reception occurs for either UART signals or SIR 
signals depending on the setting of the SIREN 
bit. When the UART is disabled in the middle of 
reception, it completes the current character 
before stopping. 

[10] DTR rw 0x0 

Data transmit ready. This bit is the 
complement of the UART data transmit ready, 
nUARTDTR, modem status output. That is, 
when the bit is programmed to a 1 then 
nUARTDTR is LOW. 

[11] RTS rw 0x0 

Request to send. This bit is the complement of 
the UART request to send, nUARTRTS, modem 
status output. That is, when the bit is 
programmed to a 1 then nUARTRTS is LOW. 

[12] Out1 rw 0x0 

This bit is the complement of the UART Out1 
(nUARTOut1) modem status output. That is, 
when the bit is programmed to a 1 the output 
is 0. For DTE this can be used as Data Carrier 
Detect (DCD). 

[13] Out2 rw 0x0 

This bit is the complement of the UART Out2 
(nUARTOut2) modem status output. That is, 
when the bit is programmed to a 1, the output 
is 0. For DTE this can be used as Ring Indicator 
(RI). 

[14] RTSEn rw 0x0 

RTS hardware flow control enable. If this bit is 
set to 1, RTS hardware flow control is enabled. 
Data is only requested when there is space in 
the receive FIFO for it to be received. 

[15] CTSEn rw 0x0 

CTS hardware flow control enable. If this bit is 
set to 1, CTS hardware flow control is enabled. 
Data is only transmitted when the nUARTCTS 
signal is asserted. 

Register name UARTIFLS 

[2:0] TXIFLSEL rw 0x0 

Transmit interrupt FIFO level select. The trigger 
points for the transmit interrupt are as follows: 
b000 = Transmit FIFO becomes  >=1/8 full 
b001 = Transmit FIFO becomes  >=1/4 full 
b010 = Transmit FIFO becomes >= 1/2 full 
b011 = Transmit FIFO becomes >= 3/4 full 
b100 = Transmit FIFO becomes >= 7/8 full 
b101-b111 = reserved. 

[5:3] RXIFLSEL rw 0x2 

Receive interrupt FIFO level select. The trigger 
points for the receive interrupt are as follows: 
b000 = Receive FIFO becomes <= 1/8 full 
b001 = Receive FIFO becomes <= 1/4 full 
b010 = Receive FIFO becomes <= 1/2 full 
b011 = Receive FIFO becomes <= 3/4 full 
b100 = Receive FIFO becomes <= 7/8 full 
b101-b111 = reserved. 

Register name UARTIMSC 
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[0] RIMIM rw 0x0 

nUARTRI modem interrupt mask. A read 
returns the current mask for the UARTRIINTR 
interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTRIINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[1] CTSMIM rw 0x0 

nUARTCTS modem interrupt mask. A read 
returns the current mask for the UARTCTSINTR 
interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTCTSINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[2] DCDMIM rw 0x0 

nUARTDCD modem interrupt mask. A read 
returns the current mask for the 
UARTDCDINTR interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTDCDINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[3] DSRMIM rw 0x0 

nUARTDSR modem interrupt mask. A read 
returns the current mask for the UARTDSRINTR 
interrupt. On a write of 1, the mask of the 
UARTDSRINTR interrupt is set. A write of 0 
clears the mask. 

[4] RXIM rw 0x0 

Receive interrupt mask. A read returns the 
current mask for the UARTRXINTR interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTRXINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[5] TXIM rw 0x0 

Transmit interrupt mask. A read returns the 
current mask for the UARTTXINTR interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTTXINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[6] RTIM rw 0x0 

Receive timeout interrupt mask. A read returns 
the current mask for the UARTRTINTR 
interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTRTINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[7] FEIM rw 0x0 

Framing error interrupt mask. A read returns 
the current mask for the UARTFEINTR 
interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTFEINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[8] PEIM rw 0x0 

Parity error interrupt mask. A read returns the 
current mask for the UARTPEINTR interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTPEINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[9] BEIM rw 0x0 

Break error interrupt mask. A read returns the 
current mask for the UARTBEINTR interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTBEINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

[10] OEIM rw 0x0 

Overrun error interrupt mask. A read returns 
the current mask for the UARTOEINTR 
interrupt. 
On a write of 1, the mask of the UARTOEINTR 
interrupt is set. A write of 0 clears the mask. 

Register name UARTRIS 

[0] RIRMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTRI modem interrupt status. Returns the 
raw interrupt state of the UARTRIINTR 
interrupt. 

[1] CTSRMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTCTS modem interrupt status. Returns 
the raw interrupt state of the UARTCTSINTR 
interrupt. 

[2] DCDRMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTDCD modem interrupt status. Returns 
the raw interrupt state of the UARTDCDINTR 
interrupt. 
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[3] DSRRMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTDSR modem interrupt status. Returns 
the raw interrupt state of the UARTDSRINTR 
interrupt. 

[4] RXRIS ro 0x0 
Receive interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTRXINTR interrupt. 

[5] TXRIS ro 0x0 
Transmit interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTTXINTR interrupt. 

[6] RTRIS ro 0x0 
Receive timeout interrupt status. Returns the 
raw interrupt state of the UARTRTINTR 
interrupt. 

[7] FERIS ro 0x0 
Framing error interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTFEINTR interrupt. 

[8] PERIS ro 0x0 
Parity error interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTPEINTR interrupt. 

[9] BERIS ro 0x0 
Break error interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTBEINTR interrupt. 

[10] OERIS ro 0x0 
Overrun error interrupt status. Returns the raw 
interrupt state of the UARTOEINTR interrupt. 

Register name UARTMIS 

[0] RIMMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTRI modem masked interrupt status. 
Returns the masked interrupt state of the 
UARTRIINTR interrupt. 

[1] CTSMMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTCTS modem masked interrupt status. 
Returns the masked interrupt state of the 
UARTCTSINTR interrupt. 

[2] DCDMMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTDCD modem masked interrupt status. 
Returns the masked interrupt state of the 
UARTDCDINTR interrupt. 

[3] DSRMMIS ro 0x0 
nUARTDSR modem masked interrupt status. 
Returns the masked interrupt state of the 
UARTDSRINTR interrupt. 

[4] RXMIS ro 0x0 
Receive masked interrupt status. Returns the 
masked interrupt state of the UARTRXINTR 
interrupt. 

[5] TXMIS ro 0x0 
Transmit masked interrupt status. Returns the 
masked interrupt state of the UARTTXINTR 
interrupt. 

[6] RTMIS ro 0x0 
Receive timeout masked interrupt status. 
Returns the masked interrupt state of the 
UARTRTINTR interrupt. 

[7] FEMIS ro 0x0 
Framing error masked interrupt status. Returns 
the masked interrupt state of the UARTFEINTR 
interrupt. 

[8] PEMIS ro 0x0 
Parity error masked interrupt status. Returns 
the masked interrupt state of the UARTPEINTR 
interrupt. 

[9] BEMIS ro 0x0 
Break error masked interrupt status. Returns 
the masked interrupt state of the UARTBEINTR 
interrupt. 

[10] OEMIS ro 0x0 
Overrun error masked interrupt status. Returns 
the masked interrupt state of the UARTOEINTR 
interrupt. 

Register name UARTICR 

[0] RIMIC wo 0x0 
nUARTRI modem interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTRIINTR interrupt. 

[1] CTSMIC wo 0x0 
nUARTCTS modem interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTCTSINTR interrupt. 

[2] DCDMIC wo 0x0 
nUARTDCD modem interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTDCDINTR interrupt. 

[3] DSRMIC wo 0x0 nUARTDSR modem interrupt clear. Clears the 
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UARTDSRINTR interrupt. 

[4] RXIC wo 0x0 
Receive interrupt clear. Clears the UARTRXINTR 
interrupt. 

[5] TXIC wo 0x0 
Transmit interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTTXINTR interrupt. 

[6] RTIC wo 0x0 
Receive timeout interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTRTINTR interrupt. 

[7] FEIC wo 0x0 
Framing error interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTFEINTR interrupt. 

[8] PEIC wo 0x0 
Parity error interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTPEINTR interrupt. 

[9] BEIC wo 0x0 
Break error interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTBEINTR interrupt. 

[10] OEIC wo 0x0 
Overrun error interrupt clear. Clears the 
UARTOEINTR interrupt. 

Register name UARTDMACR 

[0] RXDMAE rw 0x0 
Receive DMA enable. If this bit is set to 1, DMA 
for the receive FIFO is enabled. 

[1] TXDMAE rw 0x0 
Transmit DMA enable. If this bit is set to 1, 
DMA for the transmit FIFO is enabled 

[2] DMAONERR rw 0x0 

DMA on error. If this bit is set to 1, the DMA 
receive request outputs, UARTRXDMASREQ or 
UARTRXDMABREQ, are disabled when the 
UART error interrupt is asserted. 

 

3.4.4 Timer 

The SoC has three timers: Timer0, Timer1 and Timer2. The  three  timers  are  mostly  

identical  except  that  the  Timer0  has  additional  control  bits  to facilitate watchdog 

functionality.  

 

Main features are as below: 

 32-bit incrementing counter and 32-bit compare register . 

 Selectable one-stop mode or continuous mode.  

 Selectable wrapping mode or free-run mode.  

 Interrupt generation.  

 Watchdog function in Timer0. 

3.4.4.1 Function Description 

• Timer Operation 

After a system reset, bits in the Control Register are reset, while the Counter Register and 

Compare Register is unknown.  

The Timer is enabled when the EN bit in the Control Register is set and the counter starts 

running. The Control Register and Compare Register must be set to appropriate values first 

before enabling the Timer. The Counter Register can only be reset by writing 1 to CC bit in 

the Control Register.  
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The OM bits in the Control Register define the counter’s operation mode. See table below:  

 Table 3-9 Timer mode 

Mode Description 

Wrapping mode The counter generates an interrupt at a constant interval, reset to 0 after 

reaching the value in compare register, and continues to count up. This is 

the default mode. 

Free-run mode The counter reset to0 after reaching its maximum value, i.e. 0xffffffff, and 

continues to count up. 

One-stop mode The counter generates an interrupt once.  When the counter reaches the 

value in compare register, it automatically disabled until you re-enable it. 

 

When the EN bit is cleared the counter value freezes. All other register values are retained.   

When the value in counter matches the value in compare register, the interrupt status bit in 

control register is set and a interrupt request is generated to the system interrupt controller 

(NVIC) if interrupt status bit in control register is also set. The interrupt status bit is cleared 

only through writing 1 to this bit, or by system reset.   

 

• Watchdog Function 

The  watchdog  function  provides  a  way  of  recovering  from  software  crashes.  TMR0 

have additional control bits to facilitate watchdog functionality, that is Watchdog Reset 

Enable (EE) and Watchdog Reset Status (ES) bits in Control Register and a single bit 

TMR_LOCK register.    

 

When Timer0 is used to generate a regular interrupt, depending on a programmed value,  the 

watchdog monitors the interrupt and set the ES bit if the interrupt remains unserviced for the 

entire programmed period. When ES bit is set, the Timer0 asserts a reset signal (WDOGRES) 

if EE bit is also set. The Watchdog Reset Status (ES) is only cleared by Hardware reset (POR 

or RSTB pin), and will not be cleared under other reset condition. This allows boot up 

program to check the cause of most recent system reset.  

 

Write access to the registers within the Timer0 can be disabled by the use of the watchdog 

lock register. Writing a value of 0xDEADFACE to this allows write access to all other 

registers. Writing any other value disables write access. This feature is included to allow 

some protection against software which might otherwise disable the watchdog functionality. 

3.4.4.2 Registers 

3.4.4.2.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-10 Timer register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40001000 Timer0 Timer0 block 
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0x40002000 Timer1 Timer1 block 

0x40003000 Timer2 Timer2 block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
TMR_CNT 0x00 Timer count register 

TMR_CMP 0x04 Timer Compare Register 

TMR_CTL 0x08 Timer Control Register 

TMR_LOCK(only timer0) 0x0c Timer Write Lock Register (TIMER0 only) 

3.4.4.2.2 Register Table 

Table 3-11 Timer register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name TMR_CNT 

[31:0] Counter ro 0x0 Timer Counter Register 

Register name TMR_CMP 

[31:0] Compare rw 0x0 Timer Compare Register 

Register name TMR_CTL 

[0] EN rw 0x0 Timer Enable. 

[1] CC wo 0x0 
Clear Counter. Write 1 to this bit clears 
TMR_CNT, always read as 0 

[3:2] OM rw 0x0 

Operating Mode : 
00 : Continuous wrapping mode 
10 : Continuous free-run mode 
x1 : One-stop mode 

[4] IE rw 0x0 Interrput Enable 

[5] EE rw 0x0 Watchdog Reset Enable (TIMER0 only) 

[6] IS rw 0x0 Interrput Status 

[7] ES rw 0x0 Watchdog Reset Status (TIMER0 only) 

[14:8] unused ro 0x0   

[15] HE rw 0x0 HALT_ENABLE 

[31:16] unused ro 0x0   

Register name TMR_LOCK 

[31:0] Lock rw 0x0 Timer Write Lock Register (TIMER0 only) 

 

3.4.5 GPIO 

General  Purpose  Input/Output  (GPIO)  is  usually  used  to  Driving  LEDs  or  other  

indicators, controlling off-chip devices, Sensing digital inputs, detecting edges, and Bringing 

the part out of Power-down mode.  

Features: 

• Each individual GPIO pin can be configured as input or output by software.  
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• Each individual GPIO pin can serve as an interrupt request.  

• Interrupts can be configured on single positive or negative edges and on both 

edges, or on high level or low level 

• Hardware bit write, set, clear and toggle function makes software operation very 

easy  

• GPIOs will keeps output driver in 3-state in the Deep Sleep Mode. 

 

By using bit write/set/clr/toggle fuction, software can efficient change every GPIO pin 

individually, this avoids common read-modify-write operation. The detail of the four 

operations: 

Write:  GPIO = DATA_WRITE  

Set:  GPIO = GPIO | DATA_WRITE  

Clear:  GPIO = GPIO & ~DATA_WRITE  

Toggle: GPIO = GPIO ^ DATA_WRITE  

 

3.4.5.1 Registers 

3.4.5.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-12 GPIO register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40000000 GPIO IO control 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
GPIO_DI 0x00 By read from it, software can determine the logic level of each pin. 

GPIO_DO 0x10 The GPIO_DO register set the output value of each GPIO pin.    
Only pins has output direction can pass it’s value to the GPIO pins. 

GPIO_OE 0x20 The  GPIO_OE register  is  the  data  direction  control  register.  Bits  
set  to  1 configure corresponding pin to be an output. Clearing a bit 
configures the pin to be input. All bits are set by a reset. Therefore, 
the GPIO pins are input by default. 

GPIO_IS 0x40 The  GPIO_IS  register  is  the  interrupt  status  register.  Bits  read  
HIGH  in  GPIO_IS  reflect  the status of interrupts trigger conditions 
detected. 

GPIO_LV 0x50 The GPIO_LV register configure the sensitivity type of the GPIO 
interrupt. A bit of HIGH means level sensitivity, and LOW means edge 
sensitivity. 

GPIO_PE 0x60 If  set,  Logic  HIGH  or  Signal  Rising  condition  will trigger an 
interrupt 

GPIO_NE 0x70 Bit set, If Logic LOW or Signal Falling detected,    an interrupt will be 
triggered 

3.4.5.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-13 GPIO register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name GPIO_DI 

[31:0] DI  ro 0x0 input data 

Register name GPIO_DO 
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[31:0] DO  rw 0x0 Output data  

Register name GPIO_OE 

[31:0] OE rw 0x0 
Bit set, pin OUTPUT 
Bit cleared, pin output  

Register name GPIO_IS 

[31:0] IS  rw 0x0 
Reflect interrupt status of each GPIO pin Write 
0, or use clear operation can reset IS to zero 

Register name GPIO_LV 

[31:0] LV  rw 0x0 
Bit set, interrupt occur at certain logic level Bit 
cleared, interrupt occur at certain signal edge  

Register name GPIO_PE 

[31:0] PE rw 0x0 
If  set,  Logic  HIGH  or  Signal  Rising  condition  
will trigger an interrupt  

Register name GPIO_NE 

[31:0] NE rw 0x0 
Bit set, If Logic LOW or Signal Falling detected,    
an nterrupt will be triggered  

 

3.4.6 PWM 

The PWM module enables the generation of pulse width modulated signal on GPIO, controls 

the external components, such as LED. Through the APB bus MCU read and write registers 

to achieve the whole process. SoC includes 6 PWM modules, each module contains two 

channels, so there are 12 PWM channels can be used. 

 

Listed here are the main features of one PWM module: 

• Each channel can be controlled by register or PWM sequence. 

• Each channel can be masked. 

• Up to four duty-cycle sequences defined in register 

• Multiple modes can be used: command mode, single step mode, symmetric mode, 

dead zone mode. 

3.4.6.1 Function Description 

The following diagram shows the PWM to APB design schematic diagram. The PWM needs 

some counters of Period Counter, High-level Counter and Dead-zone Counter. When 

PWMMSK[0] Register is set to 0, PWM_OUTA will work, if PWMMSK[0] is set to 0, the 

PWM_OUTA will be 0. 
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Figure 3-14 PWM Block Diagram 

3.4.6.1.1 PWM MODE 

PWM has 6 work modes: 

• Single Step Mode 

When the register MODE_CHANNEL* is set to 3’b100, PWM will work at single step mode. 

The period of PWM (single step mode) without dead-zone is controlled by a counter that will 

generate only a one cycle pulse, the wave form is as below. If the PWM counter is larger than 

the HIGH_TH, the PWM_OUT_A will be 1, after the counter goes to the PERA_TH, the 

PWM_OUT_A will be0. PWM_OUT_B is the opposite of PWM_OUT_A. 
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Figure 3-15 PWM Single Step Mode 

 

• Up Without Died-zone Mode 

When the register MODE_CHANNEL* is set to 3’b000, PWM will work at up without died-

zone mode. The period of PWM (single step mode) without dead-zone is controlled by a 

counter whose threshold is PERA_TH, and it will generate pulses at a duty-cycle that 

depends on the compare values, the waveform is as below. If the PWM counter is larger than 

the HIGH_TH, the PWM_OUT_A will be 1, and if the counter is less than the HIGH_TH, 

the PWM_OUT_A will be0. PWM_OUT_B is the opposite of PWM_OUT_A. 
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Figure 3-16 PWM Up Without Died-zone Mode 

 

Period is: APB_CLK(16MHz or 24MHz)/PERA_TH 

PWM_OUT_A high logic:  HIGH_TH ≤PWM_CONTER < PERA_TH 

PWM_OUT_B high logic:  PWM_CONTER < HIGH_TH 

 

• Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 

When the register MODE_CHANNEL* is set to 3’b010, PWM will work at up-down without 

died-zone mode. The period of PWM (single step mode) without dead-zone is controlled by a 

counter whose threshold is 2*PERA_TH, and it will generate pulses at a duty-cycle that 

depends on the compare values, the waveform is as below. If the PWM counter is larger than 

the PERA_TH-HIGH_TH and less than the PERA_TH+HIGH_TH, the PWM_OUT_A will 

be 1, otherwise the PWM_OUT_A will be0. PWM_OUT_B is the opposite of PWM_OUT_A. 

PERA_TH

HIGH_TH

PWM_A

PWM_B
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 Figure 3-17 PWM Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 

 

Period is: APB_CLK(16MHz or 24MHz)/(2*PERA_TH) 

PWM_OUT_A high logic:  PERA_TH−HIGH_TH ≤ PWM_CONTER ≤ 

PERA_TH+HIGH_TH 

PWM_OUT_B high logic:  PWM_CONTER < PERA_TH−HIGH_TH || PWM_COUNTER> 

PERA_TH+HIGH_TH 

 

• Up With Died-zone Mode 

When the register MODE_CHANNEL* is set to 3’b001, PWM will work at up with died-

zone mode. The period of PWM (single step mode) with dead-zone is controlled by a counter 

whose threshold is PERA_TH, and it will generate pulses at a duty-cycle that depends on the 

compare values, the waveform is as below. If the PWM counter is larger than the 

HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH, the PWM_OUT_A will be 1, and if the counter is less than the 

HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH, the PWM_OUT_A will be0. PWM_OUT_B will be 1 when the 

counter is larger than the DZONE_TH and less than the HIGH_TH, otherwise it will be 0. 
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Figure 3-18 PWM Up With Died-zone Mode 

 

Period is: APB_CLK(16MHz or 24MHz)/PERA_TH 

PWM_OUT_A high logic:  HIGH_TH+DZONE ≤PWM_CONTER < PERA_TH 

PWM_OUT_B high logic:  DZONE ≤PWM_CONTER < HIGH_TH 

 

• Up-down With Died-zone Mode 

When the register MODE_CHANNEL* is set to 3’b011, PWM will work at up-down with 

died-zone mode. The period of PWM (single step mode) with dead-zone is controlled by a 

counter whose threshold is 2*PERA_TH, and it will generate pulses at a duty-cycle that 

depends on the compare values, the waveform is as below. If the PWM counter is larger than 

the PERA_TH−HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH and less than the PERA_TH+HIGH_TH, the 

PWM_OUT_A will be 1, otherwise the PWM_OUT_A will be 0. PWM_OUT_B will be 1 

when the counter is larger than PERA_TH+HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH or less than PERA_TH 

− HIGH_TH. 
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Figure 3-19 PWM Up-down With Died-zone Mode 

 

Period is: APB_CLK(16MHz or 24MHz)/(2*PERA_TH) 

PWM_OUT_A high logic:  PERA_TH−HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH ≤ PWM_CONTER ≤ 

PERA_TH+HIGH_TH 

PWM_OUT_B high logic:  PWM_CONTER < PERA_TH−HIGH_TH || PWM_COUNTER> 

PERA_TH+HIGH_TH+DZONE_TH 

 

• Halt Mode 

When the register HALT_ENABLE is set to 1’b1, PWM will controlled by HALT_CONFIG 

registers. The PWM_OUT_A will output the value of HALT_CONFIG[0], and the 

PWM_OUT_B will output the value of HALT_CONFIG[1]. 

When the HALT_ENABLE is set to 1’b1, the PWM_MODE will not work. 

3.4.6.1.2 PWM Multi-duty-cycle Control 

The PWM waveform can be set to multi-duty-cycle if it’s not in single step mode or halt 

mode. 
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The PWM supports up to 4 multi-duty-cycle control. If the PWM_COMP_NUM is set to 

2’b11 the PWM output will generate 4 different sequences and repeat. 

For example, in the up without die-zone mode, the PWM_COMP_NUM is set to 2’b11. The 

waveform is as below. The first sequence is controlled by HIGH_TH0, second sequence is 

controlled by HIGH_TH1, third sequence is controlled by HIGH_TH2, last is controlled by 

HIGH_TH3. 

PERA_TH

HIGH_TH0

PWM_A

PWM_B

HIGH_TH2

HIGH_TH1

HIGH_TH3

COMPARE1 COMPARE2 COMPARE3 COMPARE4

 

Figure 3-20 PWM Multi-duty-cycle Control 

3.4.6.2 Registers 

3.4.6.2.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-14 PWM register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40011000 PWM PWM control 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
PWMMSK 0x00 PWM mask contrl 

HALTCTRL_EN 0x04 PWM halt enable 

HALTCTRL_CFG 0x08 PWM halt control 

ENABLE_CHN 0x0C PWM channel enable 

COMP_NUM 0x10 PWM compare number 

PWM_MODE 0x14 PWM mode select 

PERA_TH_CHN0 0x20 PWM channel 0 period config 

DZONEA_CHN0 0x24 PWM channel 0 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN0 0x28 PWM channel 0 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN0 0x2c PWM channel 0 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN0 0x30 PWM channel 0 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN0 0x34 PWM channel 0 threshold 3 

PERA_TH_CHN1 0x60 PWM channel 1 period config 
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DZONEA_CHN1 0x64 PWM channel 1 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN1 0x68 PWM channel 1 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN1 0x6c PWM channel 1 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN1 0x70 PWM channel 1 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN1 0x74 PWM channel 1 threshold 3 

PERA_TH_CHN2 0xa0 PWM channel 2 period config 

DZONEA_CHN2 0xa4 PWM channel 2 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN2 0xa8 PWM channel 2 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN2 0xac PWM channel 2 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN2 0xb0 PWM channel 2 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN2 0xb4 PWM channel 2 threshold 3 

PERA_TH_CHN3 0xe0 PWM channel 3 period config 

DZONEA_CHN3 0xe4 PWM channel 3 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN3 0xe8 PWM channel 3 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN3 0xec PWM channel 3 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN3 0xf0 PWM channel 3 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN3 0xf4 PWM channel 3 threshold 3 

PERA_TH_CHN4 0x120 PWM channel 4 period config 

DZONEA_CHN4 0x124 PWM channel 4 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN4 0x128 PWM channel 4 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN4 0x12c PWM channel 4 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN4 0x130 PWM channel 4 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN4 0x134 PWM channel 4 threshold 3 

PERA_TH_CHN5 0x160 PWM channel 5 period config 

DZONEA_CHN5 0x164 PWM channel 5 dead zone 

HIGH_TH0_CHN5 0x168 PWM channel 5 threshold 0 

HIGH_TH1_CHN5 0x16c PWM channel 5 threshold 1 

HIGH_TH2_CHN5 0x170 PWM channel 5 threshold 2 

HIGH_TH3_CHN5 0x174 PWM channel 5 threshold 3 

3.4.6.2.2 Register Table 

Table 3-15 PWM register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name PWMMSK 

[1:0] msk_channel0 rw 0x0 

channel0 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 

[3:2] msk_channel1 rw 0x0 

channel1 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 

[5:4] msk_channel2 rw 0x0 

channel2 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 

[7:6] msk_channel3 rw 0x0 

channel3 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 

[9:8] msk_channel4 rw 0x0 

channel4 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 

[11:10] msk_channel5 rw 0x0 

channel5 output mask: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output be masked  
0: output enable 
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[31:12] unused ro 0x0   

Register name HALTCTRL_EN 

[0] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel0 

rw 0x0 

channel0 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[1] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel1 

rw 0x0 

channel1 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[2] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel2 

rw 0x0 

channel2 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[3] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel3 

rw 0x0 

channel3 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[4] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel4 

rw 0x0 

channel4 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[5] 
haltctrl_en_cha
nnel5 

rw 0x0 

channel5 halt control: 
1: enable, output can be controled by 
haltctrl_cfg_* 
0: disable 

[31:6] unused ro 0x0   

Register name HALTCTRL_CFG 

[1:0] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel0 

rw 0x0 

channel0 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[3:2] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel1 

rw 0x0 

channel1 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[5:4] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel2 

rw 0x0 

channel2 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[7:6] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel3 

rw 0x0 

channel3 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[9:8] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel4 

rw 0x0 

channel4 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[11:10] 
haltctrl_cfg_cha
nnel5 

rw 0x0 

channel5 output halt control: bit0 control 
pwm_out_a,bit1 control pwm_out_b 
1: output 1'b1  
0: output 1'b0 

[31:12] unused ro 0x0   

Register name ENABLE_CHN 

[0] 
enable_channel
0 

rw 0x0 
channel0 enable control 
1:enable  
0:disable 
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[1] 
enable_channel
1 

rw 0x0 
channel1 enable control 
1:enable  
0:disable 

[2] 
enable_channel
2 

rw 0x0 
channel2 enable control 
1:enable  
0:disable 

[3] 
enable_channel
3 

rw 0x0 
channel3 enable control 
1:enable  
0:disable 

[4] 
enable_channel
4 

rw 0x0 
channel4 enable control 
1:enable  
0:disable 

[5] 
enable_channel
5 

rw 0x0   

[31:6] unused ro 0x0   

Register name COMP_NUM 

[1:0] 
comp_num_cha
nnel0 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel0 

[3:2] 
comp_num_cha
nnel1 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel1 

[5:4] 
comp_num_cha
nnel2 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel2 

[7:6] 
comp_num_cha
nnel3 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel3 

[9:8] 
comp_num_cha
nnel4 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel4 

[11:10] 
comp_num_cha
nnel5 

rw 0x0 compare threshold num of channel5 

[31:12] unused ro 0x0   

Register name PWM_MODE 

[2:0] mode_channel0 rw 0x0 

channel0 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[5:3] mode_channel1 rw 0x0 

channel1 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[8:6] mode_channel2 rw 0x0 

channel2 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[11:9] mode_channel3 rw 0x0 

channel3 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[14:12] mode_channel4 rw 0x0 

channel4 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
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100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[17:15] mode_channel5 rw 0x0 

channel5 mode select 
000:Ø  Up Without Died-zone Mode 
001:Ø  Up With Died-zone Mode 
010:Ø  Up-down Without Died-zone Mode 
011:Ø  Up-down With Died-zone Mode 
100:Ø  Single Step Mode 

[31:18] unused ro 0x0   

Register name PERA_TH_CHN0 

[31:0] pera_th_chn0 rw 0x0 period control of channel0 

Register name DZONEA_CHN0 

[31:0] dzonea_chn0 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel0 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN0 

[31:0] high_th0_c0 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel0 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN0 

[31:0] high_th1_c0 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel0 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN0 

[31:0] high_th2_c0 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel0 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN0 

[31:0] high_th3_c0 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel0 

Register name PERA_TH_CHN1 

[31:0] pera_th_chn1 rw 0x0 period control of channel1 

Register name DZONEA_CHN1 

[31:0] dzonea_chn1 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel1 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN1 

[31:0] high_th0_c1 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel1 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN1 

[31:0] high_th1_c1 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel1 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN1 

[31:0] high_th2_c1 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel1 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN1 

[31:0] high_th3_c1 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel1 

Register name PERA_TH_CHN2 

[31:0] pera_th_chn2 rw 0x0 period control of channel2 

Register name DZONEA_CHN2 

[31:0] dzonea_chn2 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel2 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN2 

[31:0] high_th0_c2 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel2 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN2 

[31:0] high_th1_c2 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel2 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN2 

[31:0] high_th2_c2 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel2 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN2 

[31:0] high_th3_c2 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel2 
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Register name PERA_TH_CHN3 

[31:0] pera_th_chn3 rw 0x0 period control of channel3 

Register name DZONEA_CHN3 

[31:0] dzonea_chn3 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel3 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN3 

[31:0] high_th0_c3 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel3 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN3 

[31:0] high_th1_c3 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel3 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN3 

[31:0] high_th2_c3 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel3 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN3 

[31:0] high_th3_c3 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel3 

Register name PERA_TH_CHN4 

[31:0] pera_th_chn4 rw 0x0 period control of channel4 

Register name DZONEA_CHN4 

[31:0] dzonea_chn4 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel4 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN4 

[31:0] high_th0_c4 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel4 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN4 

[31:0] high_th1_c4 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel4 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN4 

[31:0] high_th2_c4 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel4 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN4 

[31:0] high_th3_c4 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel4 

Register name PERA_TH_CHN5 

[31:0] pera_th_chn5 rw 0x0 period control of channel5 

Register name DZONEA_CHN5 

[31:0] dzonea_chn5 rw 0x0 dead zone control of channel5 

Register name HIGH_TH0_CHN5 

[31:0] high_th0_c5 rw 0x0 threshold 0 of channel5 

Register name HIGH_TH1_CHN5 

[31:0] high_th1_c5 rw 0x0 threshold 1 of channel5 

Register name HIGH_TH2_CHN5 

[31:0] high_th2_c5 rw 0x0 threshold 2 of channel5 

Register name HIGH_TH3_CHN5 

[31:0] high_th3_c5 rw 0x0 threshold 3 of channel5 

 

3.4.7 PINCTRL 

Pinctrl is the module to control IO’s IE, PE, PS, IS, SR and DS. These signals are all 

controlled by the registers in PINCTRL.  
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3.4.7.1 Registers 

3.4.7.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-16 PINCTRL register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40004000 PINCTRL IO control block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
pin_ie0 0x00 IO input enable 

pin_is0 0x08 IO input select 

pin_pe0 0x10 IO pull enable 

pin_ps0 0x18 IO pull select 

pin_sr0 0x20 IO slew rate 

pin_ds00 0x28 IO drive select 

pin_ds10 0x30 IO drive select 

3.4.7.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-17 PINCTRL register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name pin_ie0 

[3] io_ie rw 0x1 
GPIO3 input enable: 
1:enable input buf 
0:disable 

[19:4] io_ie_n rw 0xffff 
GPIO4~GPIO19 input disable: 
1:disable input buf 
0:enable 

[31:20] reserved rw 0xfff Must be set to 0xfff 

Register name pin_is0 

[19:0] io_is0 rw 0x0 
GPIO0~GPIO19 input select: 
1:schmitt input 
0:cmos input 

[31:20] reserved rw 0x0 Must be set to 0x0 

Register name pin_pe0 

[19:0] io_pe0 rw 0x8 
GPIO0~GPIO19 pull enable control 
1: enable 
0: disable 

[31:20] reserved rw 0x0 Must be set to 0x0 

Register name pin_ps0 

[19:0] io_ps0 rw 0x8 

GPO0~GPIO19 pull select , pe must be 1, this 
register will work 
1: pull up 
0: pull down 

[31:20] reserved rw 0x0 Must be set to 0x0 

Register name pin_sr0 

[19:0] io_sr0 rw 0xfffff 
GPIO0~GPIO19 slew rate: 
1: slow slew rate 
0: fast slew rate 

[31:20] reserved rw 0xfff Must be set to 0xfff 

Register name pin_ds00 

[19:0] io_ds00 rw 0x0 

GPIO0~GPIO19 Used to select output drive 
strength. 
{ds1,ds0}=00:2mA 
{ds1,ds0}=01:4mA 
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{ds1,ds0}=10:8mA 
{ds1,ds0}=11:12mA 

[31:20] reserved rw 0x0 Must be set to 0x0 

Register name pin_ds10 

[19:0] io_ds10 rw 0xfffff 

GPIO0~GPIO19 Used to select output drive 
strength. 
{ds1,ds0}=00:2mA 
{ds1,ds0}=01:4mA 
{ds1,ds0}=10:8mA 
{ds1,ds0}=11:12mA 

[31:20] reserved rw 0xfff Must be set to 0xfff 

 

3.4.8 Programmable Peripheral IO Mux 

Programmable Peripheral IO Mux enables the CPU select different peripheral ports 

connection to different chip PINs. Each PIN names GPIO* can be set to SPI, I2C, UART, 

PWM or GPIO. Every PIN has a default setting as below. 

 

Table 3-18 IO default selection 

Pad Name Default Signal Mapping 

GPIO0 GPIO 

GPIO1 GPIO 

GPIO2 UART0_TXD 

GPIO3 UART0_RXD 

GPIO4 GPIO 

GPIO5 GPIO 

GPIO6 GPIO 

GPIO7 GPIO 

GPIO8 GPIO 

GPIO9 GPIO 

GPIO10 GPIO 

GPIO11 GPIO 

GPIO12 GPIO 

GPIO13 GPIO 

GPIO14 GPIO 

GPIO15 GPIO 

GPIO16 GPIO 

GPIO17 GPIO 

GPIO18 GPIO 

GPIO19 GPIO 

 

Each PIN can be set to specified function through register configuration, the function priority 

is as below:  

1. Peripheral output 

2. PWM 

3. BLE5.1 antenna control 
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4. Peripheral input: SPI0_DI > SPI0_CLK > I2C0_SCL_I > UART0_RXD > 

SPI1_DI > SPI1_CLK > UART1_RXD > I2C_SCL > UART0_CTS > 

UART1_CTS 

5. GPIO 

 

Take the GPIO0 as one example. If the GPIO_OUT_SEL0 is not configured into 0, it can’t be 

configured as an input connecting to the peripherals. The IE(input-enable) and OE(output-

enable) is also through the mux which controlled by GPIO_OUT_SEL0 and *_IN_SEL.  

If user wants to configure GPIO0 as UART0_RXD, GPIO_OUT_SEL0 should be configured 

to 0x0 and IO_SEL_PWM[0] should be configured to 0x0, at the same time UART0_RXD 

_IN_SEL should be set to 0x0. 

3.4.8.1 Registers 

3.4.8.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 3-19 IOMUX register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40070000 IO mux IO control 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
io_mux_ctrl0 0x44 IO mux output control(GPIO0~GPIO7) 

io_mux_ctrl1 0x48 IO mux output control(GPIO8~GPIO15) 

io_mux_ctrl2 0x4c IO mux output control(GPIO16~GPIO19) 

io_mux_input_ctrl0 0x54 IO mux input control 

io_mux_input_ctrl1 0x58 IO mux input control 1 

io_sel_pwm 0x68 PWM select (GPIO0 ~ GPIO11) 

pwm_out_io_sel0 0x80 PWM mapping 0(GPIO0 ~ GPIO7) 

pwm_out_io_sel1 0x84 PWM mapping 1(GPIO8 ~ GPIO11) 

lle_ant_sel 0x88 LLE antenna output select 

3.4.8.1.2 Register Table 

Table 3-20 IOMUX register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name io_mux_ctrl0 

[3:0] gpio0_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO0 output control: 
0: 
io_sel_pwm[0] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[0] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[0] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[0] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[0] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
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11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[0] 

[7:4] gpio1_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO1 output control: 
0:  
io_sel_pwm[1] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[1] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[1] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[1] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[1] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[1] 

[11:8] gpio2_out_sel rw 0x4 

GPIO2 output control: 
0: 
io_sel_pwm[2] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[2] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[2] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[2] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[2] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[2] 

[15:12] gpio3_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO3 output control: 
0: 
io_sel_pwm[3] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[3] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[3] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[3] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[3] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
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7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[3] 

[19:16] gpio4_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO4 output control: 
0:  
io_sel_pwm[4] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[4] = 0, data 
from gpio[4] .  
io_sel_pwm[4] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[4] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[4] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[4] 

[23:20] gpio5_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO5 output control: 
0:  
io_sel_pwm[5] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[5] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[5] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[5] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[5] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[0] 

[27:24] gpio6_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO6 output control: 
0: 
io_sel_pwm[6] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[6] = 0, data 
from gpio[6] .  
io_sel_pwm[6] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[6] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[6] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
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3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[6] 

[31:28] gpio7_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO7 output control: 
0:  
io_sel_pwm[7] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[7] = 0, data 
from gpio[0] .  
io_sel_pwm[7] = 0 , lle_ant_sel[7] =1 ,data 
from lle_ant 
io_sel_pwm[7] = 1 , data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[7] 

Register name io_mux_ctrl1 

[3:0] gpio8_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO8 output control: 
0: io_sel_pwm[8] = 0 ,data from gpio[8] . 
io_sel_pwm[8] = 1 ,data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[8] 

[7:4] gpio9_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO9 output control: 
0: io_sel_pwm[9] = 0 ,data from gpio[9] . 
io_sel_pwm[9] = 1 ,data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
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5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[9] 

[11:8] gpio10_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO10 output control: 
0: io_sel_pwm[10] = 0 ,data from gpio[10] . 
io_sel_pwm[10] = 1 ,data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[10] 

[15:12] gpio11_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO11 output control: 
0: io_sel_pwm[11] = 0 ,data from gpio[11] . 
io_sel_pwm[11] = 1 ,data from PWM 
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[11] 

[19:16] gpio12_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO12 output control: 
0: data from gpio[12]  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
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14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[12] 

[23:20] gpio13_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO13 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[13] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[13] 

[27:24] gpio14_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO14 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[14] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[14] 

[31:28] gpio15_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO15 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[15] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[15] 

Register name io_mux_ctrl2 

[3:0] gpio16_out_sel rw 0xf 

GPIO16 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[16] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
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6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[16] 

[7:4] gpio17_out_sel rw 0xf 

GPIO17 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[17] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[17] 

[11:8] gpio18_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO18 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[18] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[18] 

[15:12] gpio19_out_sel rw 0x0 

GPIO19 output control: 
0:,data from gpio[19] .  
1: data from spi0_clk 
2: data from spi0_do 
3: data from spi0_ssn 
4: data from uart0_txd 
5: data from i2c0_scl_o 
6: data from i2c0_sdo 
7: data from spi1_clk 
8: data from spi1_do 
9: data from spi1_ssn 
10: data from uart1_txd 
11: data from i2c1_scl_o 
12: data from i2c1_sdo 
13: data from uart0_rst 
14: data from uart1_rst 
15: data from debug bus[19] 
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Register name io_mux_input_ctrl0 

[5:0] 
uart0_rxd_in_se
l 

rw 0x3 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[11:6] 
uart0_cts_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[17:12] 
uart1_cts_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[23:18] 
uart1_rxd_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[29:24] 
spi1_clk_i_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

Register name io_mux_input_ctrl1 

[5:0] 
i2c0_scl_i_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[11:6] spi0_di_in_sel rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[17:12] 
spi0_clk_i_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[23:18] 
i2c1_scl_i_in_se
l 

rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
cts 

[29:24] spi1_di_in_sel rw 0x3f 

Selection of data.if config this reg to n,data 
from GPIO_n. If the GPIO is config to output, 
this reg will not work. The priority is: 
spi0_di>spi0_clk>i2c0_scl_i>uart0_rxd>spi1_di
>spi1_clk>uart1_rxd>i2c_scl>uart0_cts>uart1_
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cts 

Register name io_sel_pwm 

[31:0] io_sel_pwm rw 0xc001 
1:pwm output 
0:gpio output 

Register name pwm_out_io_sel0 

[3:0] pwm_0_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_0_a 

[7:4] pwm_1_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_0_b 

[11:8] pwm_2_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_2_a 

[15:12] pwm_3_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_1_b 

[19:16] pwm_4_sel rw 0xf 
0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
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3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_2_a 

[23:20] pwm_5_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_2_b 

[27:24] pwm_6_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_3_a 

[31:28] pwm_7_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_3_b 

Register name pwm_out_io_sel1 

[3:0] pwm_8_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
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11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_4_a 

[7:4] pwm_9_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_4_b 

[11:8] pwm_10_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_5_a 

[15:12] pwm_11_sel rw 0xf 

0:pwm_channel_0_a 
1:pwm_channel_0_b 
2:pwm_channel_1_a 
3:pwm_channel_1_b 
4:pwm_channel_2_a 
5:pwm_channel_2_b 
6:pwm_channel_3_a 
7:pwm_channel_3_b 
8:pwm_channel_4_a 
9:pwm_channel_4_b 
10:pwm_channel_5_a 
11:pwm_channel_5_b 
Others:pwm_channel_5_b 

Register name lle_ant_sel 

[7:0] lle_ant_sel rw 0x0 Antenna selection 

 

3.5 Firmware Protection 

The ING9188 supports two methods to achieve the firmware protection.   

 

1. The bootloader-based Hardware-Lock: 

During the firmware burning, user can enable a Read-Protection function in downloading 

options to set a Hardware-Lock state into the chip.  
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Figure 3-21 Flash Read Protection Enable Option 

 

If the chip is in LOCK state, other firmware will not be permitted to burn into the chip. And 

the firmware already burned is unreadable to third party.  

If a chip in LOCK state is unlocked, the flash will be mass erased to clean the whole chip. 

 

2. Software ecryption and decryption based on chip ID 

T.B.D 
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4 BLE5.1 Sub-System 

4.1 RF Transceiver 

The radio provides best in class RX and TX metrics at highly optimized area and current. It 

supports 1Mbps and 2Mbps, Long Range and is compliant with BLE 5.1 The RF consists of the 

RX chain from LNA to ADC, the TX chain from DAC to TX PA, the synthesizer subsystem that 

generates the LO frequency and LDOs. The transceiver specifications are listed in Table 4-1 and 

Table 4-2. 

4.1.1 Transmitter Specification 

Table 4-1 Transmitter specification 

Parameters Min. Typ. Max. Unit Conditions 

Output Power -28 0 +6.5 dBm  

1Mbps Mode 

In Band Emissions 

(2/3 MHz Offset) 

 -58/-58  dBm Typical gain setting 

2Mbps Mode 

In Band Emissions 

(4/5/6 MHz Offset) 

 -59/-60 

/-60 

 dBm Typical gain setting 

500Kbps LR Mode 

In Band Emissions 

(2/3 MHz Offset) 

 -58/-58  dBm Typical gain setting 

125Kbps LR Mode 

In Band Emissions 

(2/3 MHz Offset) 

 -58/-58  dBm Typical gain setting 

4.1.2 Receiver Specification 

Table 4-2 Receiver specification 

Parameters Min. Typ. Max. Unit Conditions 

1Mbps Mode 

Receiver Sensitivity   -97 dBm  

Usable RX Signal   6 dBm  

Co-channel Interference 

(C/I)  

 10  dB Desired Signal @ -67dBm  

2Mbps Mode 

Receiver Sensitivity   -93.5 dBm  

Usable RX Signal   6 dBm  

Co-channel Interference 

(C/I)  

 10  dB Desired Signal @ -67dBm  

500Kbps LR Mode 

Receiver Sensitivity   -100 dBm  

Usable RX Signal   6 dBm  

Co-channel Interference 

(C/I)  

 6  dB Desired Signal @ -72dBm  

125Kbps LR Mode 

Receiver Sensitivity   -102 dBm  

Usable RX Signal   6 dBm  
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Co-channel Interference 

(C/I)  

 7  dB Desired Signal @ -79dBm  

 

4.2 BLE Core 

The BLE core includes modem and link layer, which supports all features required by Bluetooth 

5.1. It provides qualified features as below: 

• Support data rate 1Mb/s, 2Mb/s, 125Kb/s and 500Kb/s 

• Support accurate RSSI indication with resolution 1dB 

• Support modulation and demodulation, clibration for radio optimization 

• Support AoA transimit and receive with 1 us and 2 us swithing and sampling slots 

• Support AoD transimit and receive with 1 us and 2 us swithing and sampling slots 

• Support antenna switching pattern length up to 75 

• Support advertising extension 

• Support 128-AES/CCM Encryption/Decryption,  

• Support link layer packet types Advertising/ Data/Control 

• Support packet processing of CRC and Whitening 

• Support Preamble and Access Address Detection 

• Support Frequency Hopping CSA#1 and CSA#2 

• Support random primary advertising 

• Support White List searching  

• Support all BLE events formatting and synchronization  

• Support all device classes (Broadcaster, Central, Observer, Peripheral)  

• Support deep sleep and calibration of low power clock 
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5 AES-CCM and TRNG 

5.1 AES-CCM 

The ING9188 embeds hardware engine to support 128-AES and CCM encryption and 

decryption. There are two methods to perform encryption and decryption operations, one is 

software mode that the firmware starts the engine to work, the other is hardware mode that 

BLE Core starts the engine to work automatically during packets processing.  

5.1.1 AES 

The AES operation will be described using the sample data from BLE specification as below, 

Key (16-octet value MSO to LSO): 0x4C68384139F574D836BCF34E9DFB01BF 

Plaintext_Data (16-octet value MSO to LSO): 0x0213243546576879acbdcedfe0f10213 

Encrypted_Data (16-octet value MSO to LSO): 0x99ad1b5226a37e3e058e3b8e27c2c666 

 

The Key is LTK. 

The Plaintext Data is SKD = SKDm || SKDs 

SKDm = 0xACBDCEDFE0F10213 (MSO to LSO) 

SKDs = 0x0213243546576879 (MSO to LSO) 

SKDm is put in the LSB 

 

Before start the hardware engine, the four registers will store the LTK as Little-endian format: 

Table 5-1 Transmitter specification 
Bits [31:24] [23:16] [15:8] [7:0] 

Register KEY0 0x9D 0xFB 0x01 0xBF 

Register KEY1 0x36 0xBC 0xF3 0x4E 

Register KEY2 0x39 0xF5 0x74 0xD8 

Register KEY3 0x4C 0x68 0x38 0x41 

 

When start AES operation, the input data are put in memory occupying four continuous 

address, the start address is defined in register AES_LOC. For example, the four memory 

addressees will store the input data SKD as Little-endian format.  

Table 5-2 Transmitter specification 
Bit [31:24] [23:16] [15:8] [7:0] 

AES_LOC+0x0 0xe0 0xf1 0x02 0x13 

AES_LOC+0x4 0xac 0xbd 0xce 0xdf 

AES_LOC+0x8 0x46 0x57 0x68 0x79 

AES_LOC+0xC 0x02 0x13 0x24 0x35 

 

After AES operation, the output encrypted data is Big-endian format. It is stored in the 

memory with start address AES_LOC+0x10.  
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Table 5-3 Transmitter specification 
Bit [31:24] [23:16] [15:8] [7:0] 

AES_LOC+0x10 0x52 0x1b 0xad 0x99 

AES_LOC+0x14 0x3e 0x7e 0xa3 0x26 

AES_LOC+0x18 0x8e 0x3b 0x8e 0x05 

AES_LOC+0x1C 0x66 0xc6 0xc2 0x27 

5.1.2 CCM 

During BLE Core deals with air communication packet data, if BLE Core is configured to 

enable the encryption or decryption function, the CCM function will be performed 

automatically by hardware. 

Before the time of transmitting the packet, the BLE Core starts the engine to do CCM 

function. The engine will read plaintext of PDU payload data, do MIC computation, encrypt 

the plaintext data, and encrypt MIC. Then, at the transmitting time point, the encrypted data 

will be sent from the LSB bit. After the encrypted data bits are transmitted over, the 

encrypted MIC will be sent also from the LSB bit of the read encrypted MIC. 

After the time point of receiving the last bit of encrypted packet, BLE Core starts the engine 

to do CCM function. The engine will read encrypted PDU and encrypted MIC, do CCM 

decryption and MIC check. If the MIC check has error, an error interrupt is generated.  

5.1.3 Registers 

5.1.3.1 Register Overview 

Table 5-4 AES-CCM register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40080000 AES-CCM AES-128 and CCM Encryption/Decryption Block 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
GLB_CTRL 0x00 Global Control Register 

START 0x04 Start Register 

STATUS 0x08 Status Register 

AES_LOC 0x0C AES Data Location Register 

KEY0 0x10 AES or MESHCCM 128Bit Key0 Register 

KEY1 0x14 AES or MESHCCM 128Bit Key1 Register 

KEY2 0x18 AES or MESHCCM 128Bit Key2 Register 

KEY3 0x1C AES or MESHCCM 128Bit Key3 Register 

MESHCCM_CFG 0x20 MESHCCM CONFIG Register 

MESHCCM_LOC 0x24 MESHCCM Data Location Register 

MESHCCM_AUT_DATA0 0x28 MESHCCM 128Bit Aut_data0 Register 

MESHCCM_AUT_DATA1 0x2C MESHCCM 128Bit Aut_data1 Register 

MESHCCM_AUT_DATA2 0x30 MESHCCM 128Bit Aut_data2 Register 

MESHCCM_AUT_DATA3 0x34 MESHCCM 128Bit Aut_data3 Register 

MESHCCM_NONCE0 0x38 MESHCCM 104Bit Nonce0 Register 

MESHCCM_NONCE1 0x3C MESHCCM 104Bit Nonce1 Register 

MESHCCM_NONCE2 0x40 MESHCCM 104Bit Nonce2 Register 

MESHCCM_NONCE3 0x44 MESHCCM 104Bit Nonce3 Register 

MESHCCM_DECRYPT_MIC 0x48 MESHCCM Decryption MIC Value Register 

MESHCCM_ENCRYPT_MIC 0x4C MESHCCM Encryption MIC Value Register 
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5.1.3.2 Register Table 

Table 5-5 AES-CCM register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name GLB_CTRL 

[0] encrypt_ena rw 0x0 
AES module enable control. 
0b0: AES module is disabled 
0b1: AES module is enabled 

[1] 
encrypt_auto_cl
kgate_ena 

rw 0x1 

The clock gate enable aes_clk_ena control 
which is used to generate the input gated 
aes_clk clock. 
0b0: aes_clk_ena will be controled by  register 
bit encrypt_clkgate_sw_ctrl. 
0b1: aes_clk_ena will be automatically 
controlled by HW. 

[2] 
encrypt_clkgate
_sw_ctrl 

rw 0x0 

This bit is valid when register bit 
encrypt_auto_clkgate_ena is 0b0. 
SW write this bit to control the clock gate 
enable output aes_clk_ena 
0b0: aes_clk is disable 
0b1: aes_clk is enable 

[3] 
encrypt_int_mo
de 

rw 0x1 

AES Interrupt generation mode. 
0b0: Interrupts are generated as pulse, CPU 
triggered by edge. 
0b1: Interrupts are generated as level 0b1, and 
keep as 0b1 till CPU writes interrupt clear bit  

[4] 
encrypt_int_ma
sk 

rw 0x0 
AES interrupt mask. 
0b0: enable the interrupt 
0b1: disable the interrupt 

[5] encrypt_int_clr w1c 0x0 

AES interrupt clear. 
0b0: Software writing 0b0 will have no effect 
on hardware 
0b1: Software writing 0b1 will clear the 
interrupt.This bit is automatically cleared by 
hardware. 

[6] 
encrypt_soft_rs
t 

w1c 0x0 

Software reset AES module.  
0b0: Software writing 0b0 will have no effect 
on hardware 
0b1: Software writing 0b1 will reset hardware. 
This bit is automatically cleared by hardware. 

[31:7] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name START 

[0] aes_start w1c 0x0 

AES-128 ciphering start control 
0b0: no effect on HW 
0b1: SW writing a 1 starts AES-128 ciphering . 
This bit is automatically clear to zero when the 
ciphering process is finished 

[1] 
meshccm_encry
pt_start 

w1c 0x0 

MESHCCM encytpion start control 
0b0: no effect on HW 
0b1: SW writing a 1 starts MESHCM 
encryption . 
This bit is automatically clear to zero when the 
MESHCCM encryption process is finished 
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[2] 
meshccm_decry
pt_start 

w1c 0x0 

MESHCCM decryption start control 
0b0: no effect on HW 
0b1: SW writing a 1 starts MESHCM 
decryption . 
This bit is automatically clear to zero when the 
MESHCCM decryption process is finished 

[31:3] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name STATUS 

[1:0] 
encrypt_int_sou
rce 

w0c 0x0 

Indicate the AES finished interrupt source. SW 
write 2'b00 to clear this bit 
2'b00: no interrupt generated 
2'b01: AES finished interrupt 
2'b10: MESHCCM encryption finished interrupt 
1'b11: MESHCCM decryption finished interrupt 

[2] 
encrypt_mask_i
nt_stat 

ro 0x0 
AES masked interrupt status. 
0b0: no interrupt generated 
0b1: interupt is generated and pending 

[3] 
encrypt_saw_in
t_stat 

ro 0x0 

AES saw interrupt status. Event if the interrupt 
is disabled, this interrupt status is asserted. 
0b0: no interrupt generated 
0b1: interupt is generated and pending 

[4] 
meshccm_dec_
mic_err 

w0c 0x0 

When MESHCCM decryption is finished by HW, 
and MIC error occurs, this error will be 
reported. SW write 0b0 to clear this bit 
0b0: clear this bit 
0b1: no effect on HW 

[5] encrypt_busy ro 0x0 

AES module busy indication. When high, 
indicate one of the following HW function are 
procesing: AES, MESHCCM encrytion or 
MESHCCM decrytpion. 

[31:6] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name AES_LOC 
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[9:0] aes_loc rw 0x200 

Start address of data to be encrypted in AES 
memory(Only support 32bits AHB read write). 
The input data to be encrypted is 128bits, 
occupy four continous address, including 
aes_loc, aes_loc+0x4, aes_loc+0x8, aes_loc+ 
0xc. 
 
Following MSB means Most Significant Byte 
[31:24], LSB means Least Significant Byte [7:0].  
The bit order in one byte[7:0] is fixed from 
MSbit to LSbit(left to right) and not changed.   
 
For example, 
aes_loc address store data [31:0] from MSB to 
LSB (left to right) are  bytes A,B,C,D 
aes_loc+0x4 address store data [31:0] from 
MSB to LSB(left to right) are bytes E,F,G,H 
aes_loc+0x8 address store data [31:0] from 
MSB to LSB(left to right) are bytes I,J,K,L 
aes_loc+0xC address store data [31:0] from 
MSB to LSB(left to right) are bytes M,N,O,P. 
 
In RTL implementation these 16 bytes input 
data are firstly changed  order as byte unit , 
and then input to AES block 
The AES block input [127:0] data bytes then 
from MSB to LSB(left to right) are finally  as 
following 
{P,O,N,M,L,K,J,I,H,G,F,E,D,C,B,A} . 
 
The AES block output [127:0] order is not 
changed and is putted from address 
aes_loc+0x10. 
aes_loc+ 0x10 stores the AES block out 
[127:96]. 
aes_loc+0x14 stores AES block out [95:64], 
aes_loc+0x18 stores AES block out [63:32],  
aes_loc+0x1c stores AES block out [31:0]. 

[31:10] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name KEY0 

[31:0] key0 rw 0x0 The 128-bit key. Bit 31 down to 0 

Register name KEY1 

[31:0] key1 rw 0x0 The 128-bit key. Bit 63 down to 32 

Register name KEY2 

[31:0] key2 rw 0x0 The 128-bit key. Bit 95 down to 64 

Register name KEY3 

[31:0] key3 rw 0x0 The 128-bit key. Bit 127 down to 96 

Register name MESHCCM_CFG 

[0] 
meshccm_aut_
mode 

rw 0x0 T.B.D 

[1] 
meshccm_mic_
mode 

rw 0x0 T.B.D 

[10:2] meshccm_tx_lt rw 0x0 T.B.D 
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h 

[19:11] 
meshccm_rx_lt
h 

rw 0x0 T.B.D 

[31:20] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name MESHCCM_LOC 

[9:0] meshccm_ptr rw 0x200 

Start address of input data to be encrypt or 
decrypt by MESHCCM in AES memory(Only 
support 32bits AHB read write). The output 
data will overlap the input data. 

[31:10] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name MESHCCM_AUT_DATA0 

[31:0] 
meshccm_aut_
data0 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 128-bit aut_data. Bit 31 down to 0 

Register name MESHCCM_AUT_DATA1 

[31:0] 
meshccm_aut_
data1 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 128-bit aut_data. Bit 63 down to 32 

Register name MESHCCM_AUT_DATA2 

[31:0] 
meshccm_aut_
data2 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 128-bit aut_data. Bit 95 down to 64 

Register name MESHCCM_AUT_DATA3 

[31:0] 
meshccm_aut_
data3 

rw 0x0 
MESHCCM 128-bit aut_data. Bit 127 down to 
96 

Register name MESHCCM_NONCE0 

[31:0] 
meshccm_nonc
e0 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 104-bit nonce. Bit 31 down to 0 

Register name MESHCCM_NONCE1 

[31:0] 
meshccm_nonc
e1 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 104-bit nonce. Bit 63 down to 32 

Register name MESHCCM_NONCE2 

[31:0] 
meshccm_nonc
e2 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 104-bit nonce. Bit 95 down to 64 

Register name MESHCCM_NONCE3 

[7:0] 
meshccm_nonc
e3 

rw 0x0 MESHCCM 104-bit nonce. Bit 103 down to 96 

[31:8] unused ro 0x0 unused 

Register name MESHCCM_DECRYPT_MIC 

[31:0] 
meshccm_decry
pt_mic 

ro 0x0 Plain MIC value of MESHCCM decryption 

Register name MESHCCM_ENCRYPT_MIC 

[31:0] 
meshccm_encry
pt_mic 

ro 0x0 Plain MIC value of MESHCCM encryption 

 

5.2 TRNG 

The true random number generator (TRNG) generates true random numbers based on internal 

thermal noise that are suitable for cryptographic purposes, it does not require a seed value. The 
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TRNG includes two main blocks shown in Figure 5-1. The TRNG Core generates random 

numbers based on chip internal thermal noise, its speed can be configured. The Post Processor 

perform pseudo random operation to average the 0 and 1 in the random number, this block can be 

disabled. 

TRNG

Post 

Processor

TRNG 

Core

 

Figure 5-1 TRNG Block Diagram 

5.2.1 Registers 

5.2.1.1 Register Overview 

Table 5-6 TRNG register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40013000 TRNG Ture Random Number Generator 

Regiser Name Offset Description 
TRNG_CONFIG 0x00 Configration register 

TRNG_BIT_SEL 0x04 Oscillator meta bit selection register 

TRNG_DATA_CTRL 0x08 Random data format control register 

TRNG_INT_STATUS 0x0C Interrupt status register 

TRNG_DATA 0x10 Radom data register 

5.2.1.2 Register Table 

Table 5-7 TRNG register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name TRNG_CONFIG 

[0] ena_gen rw 0x0 
enable to generate random data. 
1'b0: disable 
1'b1: enable 

[1] ena_post rw 0x1 

enable to post processing after oscillator 
inorder to average the probability of '0' and '1'. 
1'b0: disable 
1'b1: enable 

[2] int_clr rw 0x0 

clear interrupt. It should be writen to 1'b0 
after clear interrupt so that the following 
inerrupt can be asserted. 
1'b0: disable clear bit 
1'b1: enable clear bit to clear interrupt 

[3] int_mask rw 0x1 

mask interrupt. 
1'b0: disable the mask, i.e., interrupt can be 
assertted 
1'b1: enable the mask, i.e., inerrupt will not be 
assertted 

[4] int_mode rw 0x0 
the mode of interrupt. 
1'b0: level 
1'b1: pulse 

[5] clk_force_on rw 0x0 
enable clock always, this is software clock 
control bit. 
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1'b0: disable 
1'b1: enable 

[7:6] rsvd ro 0x0 reserved bits 

[15:8] rate_osc rw 0x7F 

sample rate of the oscillator. The real sample 
rate should equal to this register value added 
by 1. And the value of 0x0 and 0x1 of this 
register are both considered as 0x1. 

[31:16] rsvd ro 0x0 reserved bits 

Register name TRNG_BIT_SEL 

[18:0] bit_sel rw 0x0 

meta bit selection of each oscillator. There are 
19 oscillators in the design, each oscillator has 
one bit selection. 
1'b0: select the first meta bit of oscillator 
1'b1: select the second meta bit of oscillator 

[31:19] rsvd ro 0x0 reserved bits 

Register name TRNG_DATA_CTRL 

[1:0] data_mode rw 0x0 

the format control of the random data in 
register TRNG_DATA.random_data. 
2'b00: shift by every 1-bit, i.e., the random 
data is left shfited when there is one random 
bit from the oscillator.  
2'b01: shift by every 32-bits, i.e., the random 
data is updated when there is a new 32-bits 
random data from the oscillator.  
2'b10: shift by every 32-bits with valid 
indication, i.e., the random data is updated 
when there is a new 32-bits random data from 
the oscillator only when the register 
TRNG_DATA_CTRL.data_val is 1'b0. 
2'b11: reserved 

[2] data_val rw 0x0 

the valid indication of the random data. It will 
be asserted to high by hardware when there is 
a new random data in register 
TRNG_DATA.random_data, and software need 
to write this register  to 1'b0 after read the 
random data. This register is only used when 
the TRNG_DATA_CTRL.data_mode is 2'b10.  
1'b0: disable 
1'b1: enable 

[31:3] rsvd ro 0x0 reserved bits 

Register name TRNG_INT_STATUS 

[0] int_mask ro 0x0 
interrupt status after mask. 
1'b0: no interrupt 
1'b1: interrupt assert 

[1] int_saw ro 0x0 
saw interrupt status 
1'b0: no interrupt 
1'b1: interrupt assert 

[31:2] rsvd ro 0x0 reserved bits 

Register name TRNG_DATA 

[31:0] data ro 0x0 the random data 
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6 ADC 

The ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) can be used to measure voltage through PINs. 

List here is the main features of ADC: 

 Up to 5 input channels. 

 10-bit resolution 

 Input range (0~3.6V) 

 Support sampling frequency 3/16MHz, 3/32MHz, 3/64MHz, 3/128MHz. 

 Support single conversion mode  

 Support loop conversion mode, each channel can be enabled or disabled  

6.1 Function Description 

The ADC has 5 input channels: AIN0~AIN4.  

CPU can configure the ADC controller through AHB, then the ADC controller will send 

enable to ADC analog circuit. The ADC will start work and generate ADC_DATA[9:0] of 

specified channel, then a pulse of ADC_DONE indicates the sample sequence is done. ADC 

controller will store the data and generate CHANNEL_VALID. 

AHB

AIN0

AIN1

AIN2

AIN3

AIN4

M
UX

-
t
o-

1 ADC-CORE

CONFIG

ADC_DATA[9:0]

ADC_ANALOG

ADC_DONE

EN_ADC

ADC_TOP

ADC_DIGITAL

CONFIG_REGISTER

ADC_CONTROLLER

CHANNEL0_DATA[9:0]

CHANNEL0_VALID

CHANNEL1_DATA[9:0]

CHANNEL1_VALID

CHANNEL0_DATA[9:0]

CHANNEL0_VALID

CHANNEL1_DATA[9:0]

CHANNEL1_VALID

 

Figure 6-1 ADC Block Diagram 

 

ADC has two work modes: Single mode and loop mode.ADC_CLK_EN should be set 

toenable before work. 

• Single Mode 

Single mode should enable only one channel, if enable multi channels,only the first channel is 

valid, after finishing the ADC will stop and the data will available until reset/disable the ADC 

controller. 
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SETTINGS
(EN_CHANNELS,ADC

_CLK,IBAS)

ADC START

FINISH
VALID=1,DATA OUT

ENABLE CHANNEL[i]

ENABLE ADC
SAMPLE CHANNEL[i]

 

Figure 6-2 ADC Single Mode 

 

• Loop Mode 

Loop mode need a configuration of loop delay which is controlled by LOOP_DELAY[31:0].  

Once the ADC task starts, it will sample the input voltage from enabled channels one by one. 

After finishing a loop, the loop delay will work to stop the ADC until the delay over, and then 

the next loop will start. 

The CHANNEL_DATA will update each loop. 
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SETTINGS
(EN_CHANNELS,ADC

_CLK,IBAS)

CHANNEL[i]_EN?

ADC START

OUTPUT DATA
VALID=1

ENABLE ADC
i=0

SAMPLE CHANNEL[i]

YES

i=7？

YES

i+1
NO

NO

FINISH THIS LOOP
WAIT LOOP DELAY

 

Figure 6-3 ADC Loop Mode 

 

6.2 Registers 

6.2.1 Register Overview 

Table 6-1 ADC register overview 

Base address Peripheral. Description 
0x40070000 ADC ADC control registers 

Regiser name Offset Description 
ADC_CTRL0 0x30 ADC Configration register 
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ADC_CTRL1 0x34 ADC data & data valid 

ADC_CTRL2 0x38 ADC data 

ADC_CTRL4 0x40 ADC loop mode 

6.2.2 Register Table 

Table 6-2 ADC register table 

Bits Name R/W Default Value Description 

Register name ADC_CTRL0 

[2:0] adc_clk_sel rw 0x0 

Adc clock control 
00: sys_clk/16 
01: sys_clk/32  
10: sys_clk/64 
11: sys_clk/128  

[2] adc_clk_en rw 0x0 
ADC clock enable 
1: enable 
0: disable 

[10:3] en_channel rw 0x0 
channel enable control 
1: enable channel 
0: disable channel 

[12:11] ibias_ctrl rw 0x0 Reference bias current control 

[14:13] iota_ctrl rw 0x0 input voltage control 

[15] adc_en rw 0x0 enable adc control 

[23:16] data_valid ro 0x0 
read only 
1: the data from x channel is valid 

[24] adc_rstn rw 0x0 
adc reset control 
1:release 
0:reset 

[25] adc_mode rw 0x0 
1: sigle calculate adc 
0: loop work of adc 

[27:26] inres_ctrl rw 0x0 impedance of input control 

[31:28] unused ro 0x0   

Register name ADC_CTRL1 

[7:0] 
clr_valid_chann
el 

rw 0x0   

[17:8] data_channel0 ro 0x0 return the data of channel0 from adc 

[27:18] data_channel1 ro 0x0 return the data of channel1 from adc 

[31:28] unused ro 0x0   

Register name ADC_CTRL2 

[9:0] data_channel2 ro 0x0 return the data of channel2 from adc 

[19:10] data_channel3 ro 0x0 return the data of channel3 from adc 

[29:20] data_channel4 ro 0x0 return the data of channel4 from adc 

[31:30] unused ro 0x0   

Register name ADC_CTRL4 

[31:0] loop_delay rw 0x100 
the number of clock circles between two 
calculation at loop mode 
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7 Electrical Specifications 

7.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Table 7-1 Absolute maximum ratings 

Characteristiscs Symbol Min. Max. Unit Notes 

Supply voltage VDD -0.3 3.63 V All AVDD and DVDD pin 

must have the same voltage 

I/O voltage VIO -0.3 3.63 V VIO must has the same voltage 

as VDD 

ESD HBM ESDHBM  2000 V Follow JEDEC EIA/JESD22-

A114, Zap 3 Pulses 

ESD CDM ESDCDM  500 V Flollow JEDEC EIA/JESD22-

C101 

Storage temperature StoreTemp -40 +125 °C  

Flash endurance NVMCyc 10,000  Cycles Write/erase 

Flash rention NVMRet 10  Years At 125°C 

7.2 Recommended Operating Conditions 

Table 7-2 Recommended operating conditions 

Description Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit Notes 

Operating temperature TJ -40 25 125 °C  

Supply voltage VDD 1.62 2.5 3.63 V  

I/O voltage VIO 1.62 2.5 3.63 V  

Power regulator output 

valtage 

Vcore 0.81 0.9 0.99 V Power for internal 

digital circuit 

Serial clock frequency SPI_CLK   24 MHz  

I2C_SCL   1000 KHz  

7.3 DC Charateristics 

Table 7-3 DC charateristics 

Parameters Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit Conditions 

TX current ITX  6.5  mA At 0dBm output, only transceiver 

RX current IRX  6  mA At sensitivity level, only transceiver 

Deep sleep 1 IDeep1  5  uA With all memory retention 

Deep sleep 6 

(Wake on RTC) 

IDeep6  1.5  uA Without memory retention 

7.4 AC Charateristics 

7.4.1 32.768KHz Crystal Oscillator 

Table 7-4 32.768KHz crystal oscillator specification 

Parameters Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit Notes 

Nominal frequency FX32K  32.768  KHz  

Frequency accuracy FACC_X32K -50  +50 ppm Can be calibrated by BLE 

core for low power 

Load capacitance CL_X32K_ 4  7 pF  
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Equivalent resistance ESRX32K  35 80 ohm  

Safty factor SFX32K 3   -  

 

Figure 7-1 32KHz Oscillator 

In the figure above, CPKG and CPCB include respectively any XA to XB capacitance due to the 

packaging and to the PCB routing.  

To enable the crystal resonating at the expected frequency the total capacitance across the 

crystal terminals has to match with the following equation: 

   
       
       

        

With CXA = CX1 + Cpad + CX1int and CXB= CX2 + Cpad + CX2int 

Thus, for a given value of Cstray , CX1 and CX2 values are calculated as follow: 

CX = CX1 = CX2 = 2 (CL − Cstray) − Cpad − CX1int= 2 (CL − Cstray) − Cpad − CX2int  

 

7.4.2 32KHz RC Oscillator 

Table 7-5 32KHz RC oscillator specification 

Parameters Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit Notes 

Nominal frequency FRC32K  32  KHz  

Frequency accuracy FACC_RC32K -200  +200 ppm Can be calibrated by BLE 

core for low power 
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7.4.3 48MHz Crystal Oscillator 

Table 7-6 48MHz crystal oscillator specification 

Parameters Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Unit Notes 

Nominal frequency FX48M  48  MHz  

Frequency accuracy FACC_X48M -20  +20 ppm Frequency accuracy 

depends on XTAL Spec. 

Load capacitance CL_X48M_  10  pF  

Equivalent resistance ESRX48M  50  ohm  

 

The 48MHz crystal oscillator IO’s structure is as below: 

 

Figure 7-2 48MHz Oscillator 

 

To get accurate 48MHz clock frequency, the value of Rfb should be 100KOhm, the value of 

RL1 and RL1 is defiend by CS and CL, the equation is CL1 = CL2 = 2 (CL − Cs) .  CS is the 

parasitic capacitance of the chip whose value is 2.5pF, CL is the load capacitance of the 

crystal whose value we recommend to be 10pF. So CL1 and CL2 should be 15pF. If customer 

uses different values of these board components, please contact to Ingchips. 
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8 PCB Design 

8.1 QFN32 Package 

8.1.1 ING91880C Package Dimension 

 

Figure 8-1 ING91880C QFN32 Package Dimension 
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8.1.2 ING91880C Pin Layout 
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Figure 8-2 Pin Mapping of QFN32 ING91880C 

 

Table 8-1 Pin Functions of QFN32 ING91880C 

No. Pin Name Type Description 

1 GPIO11 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

2 GPIO10 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

3 GPIO8 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

4 GPIO7 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

5 GPIO19 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

6 GPIO18 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

7 GPIO17 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

8 GPIO9 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

9 GPIO6 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

10 SW_DIO Digital I/O SW debug data 
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11 SW_CLK Digital Input SW debug clock 

12 VBAT0 Power Power supply from battery 

13 GPIO1 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

14 GPIO0 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

15 GPIO3 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

16 GPIO2 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

17 RSTB Digital Input Chip reset 

18 EXT_INT Digital Input External interrupt 

19 VDD Power Core power supply 

20 VBAT1 Power Power supply from battery 

21 XA_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

22 XB_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

23 AVSS Ground Analog Ground 

24 LX Power Core power supply 

25 VBAT2 Power Power supply from battery 

26 VSENSE Power Core power supply 

27 AIN3 Analog Input ADC input channel 3 

28 AIN1 Analog Input ADC input channel 1 

29 VBAT3 Power Power supply from battery 

30 VLINE Power Supply for RF 

31 VANT Power RF bias voltage for antenna 

32 ANT Analog RF antenna pin 
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8.2 QFN40 Package 

8.2.1 ING91881B Package Dimension 

 

Figure 8-3 ING91881B QFN40 Package Dimension 
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8.2.2 ING91881B Pin Layout 
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Figure 8-4 Pin Mapping of QFN40 ING91881B 

 

Table 8-2 Pin Functions of QFN40 ING91881B 

No. Pin Name Type Description 

1 GPIO11 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

2 GPIO10 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

3 GPIO8 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

4 GPIO7 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

5 GPIO19 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

6 GPIO18 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

7 GPIO17 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

8 GPIO16 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 
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9 GPIO9 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

10 GPIO6 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

11 GPIO5 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

12 GPIO4 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

13 SW_DIO Digital I/O SW debug data 

14 SW_CLK Digital Input SW debug clock 

15 VBAT0 Power Power supply from battery 

16 GPIO13 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

17 GPIO12 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

18 GPIO1 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

19 GPIO0 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

20 GPIO3 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

21 GPIO2 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

22 RSTB Digital Input Chip reset 

23 EXT_INT Digital Input External interrupt 

24 VDD Power Core power supply 

25 VBAT1 Power Power supply from battery 

26 XA_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

27 XB_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

28 AVSS0 Ground Analog Ground 

29 XB_32K Analog Crystal 32.768KHz 

30 XA_32K Analog Crystal 32.768KHz 

31 AVSS1 Ground Analog Ground 

32 LX Power Core power supply 

33 VBAT2 Power Power supply from battery 

34 VSENSE Power Core power supply 

35 AIN1 Analog Input ADC input channel 1 

36 AIN4 Analog Input ADC input channel 4 

37 VBAT3 Power Power supply from battery 

38 VLINE Power Supply for RF 

39 VANT Power RF bias voltage for antenna 

40 ANT Analog RF antenna pin 
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8.3 WLCSP Package 

8.3.1 ING91888A Package Dimension 

 

Figure 8-5 ING91888A WLCSP Package Dimension 
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8.3.2 ING91888A Pin Layout 

 

 

Table 8-3 Pin Functions of WLCSP ING91888A 

Pin Name Type Description 

A1 AIN2 Analog Input ADC inut channel 2 

A2 AIN1 Analog Input ADC inut channel 1 

A3 AIN0 Analog Input ADC inut channel 0 

A4 AIN4 Analog Input ADC inut channel 4 

A5 VOUT Power Power decouple 

A6 VSS Gound Gound 

A7 VBAT3 Power Power supply from battery 

B1 AIN3 Analog Input ADC inut channel 3 

B6 VANT Power RF bias voltage for antenna 

B7 ANT Analog RF antenna pin 

C1 AVSS0 Ground Analog gound 

C2 LX Power Core power supply 

C3 VBAT2 Power Power supply from battery 

C4 VSENSE Power Core power supply 

C5 GPIO11 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

C6 VLINE Power Supply for RF 

C7 AVSS1 Ground Analog gound 

D1 XA_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

D2 XB_48M Analog Crystal 48MHz 

D3 VBAT1 Power Power supply from battery 

D4 GPIO12 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

D5 GPIO7 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

D6 GPIO8 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

D7 GPIO19 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

E1 VDD Power Core power supply 

E2 EXT_INT Digital Input External interrupt 
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E3 GPIO1 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

E4 SW_CLK Digital Input SW debug CLK 

E5 SW_DIO Digital I/O SW debug data 

E6 GPIO17 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

E7 GPIO10 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

F1 RSTB Digital Input Chip reset 

F4 VBAT0 Power Power supply from battery 

F5 GPIO5 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

F6 GPIO16 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

F7 GPIO18 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

G1 GPIO2 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

G2 GPIO3 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

G3 GPIO0 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

G4 GPIO13 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C 

G5 GPIO4 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

G6 GPIO6 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 

G7 GPIO9 Digital I/O GPIO,can be set to SPI/UART/I2C/PWM 
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8.4 Reference Design 

8.4.1 QFN32 ING91880C Reference Design 

 

Figure 8-6 QFN32 ING91880C Reference Design Schematic 
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8.4.2 QFN40 ING91881B Reference Design 

 

Figure 8-7 QFN40 ING91881B Reference Design Schematic 

8.4.3 WLCSP ING91888A Reference Design 

The reference design is same as 8.4.1 QFN32 ING91880C Reference Design, but some notes 

for WLCSP ING91888A: 

1) On the customer's PCB, the ball A5 (VOUT) and C6 (VLINE) need to be joined together. 

2) The ball C1 (AVSS0) is a noisy ground, it should be isolated from the other two grounds 

(the ball A6 (VSS) and C7 (AVSS1)) as much as possible on the customer’s PCB. 

8.5 RF matching network 

The reference matching network as followed figure 9, the component of matching network 

should be changed according user’s board, as different board has different component’s value 
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for perfect performance. PCB board should keep enough keepout aera for antenna to abtain 

more antenna effiency. 

 

Figure 8-8 RF Matching Network 

 

8.6 PCB guideline 

• Connect the decouple capacitors to power pins as close as possible, and use shortest and 

widest trace as possible, and following fan-out patter for capacitors is suggested. 

 

Figure 8-9 Fan-out Patter for Capacitors 

• To DC-DC regulator PCB layout, the circuit loop between input and output should be as 

small as possible, and meanwhile the input and output capacitor connected to ground 

using single point, SW away from sensitive analog areas. 

• As to crystal, guard ring with unclosed around external signals XA/XB and external 

components is recommended, and return current across the crystal areas is forbidden. 
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The connection between load capacitor and ground should be as short as possible and 

made in a single point, meanwhile component placement and PCB layout should be 

symmetrical. In multi-layer board application, it is recommendedusing a ground plane 

layer under the top layer for better noise immunity. 

• The matching network components, i.e., component relevant to the pin of 

RF_VAN_VANT, should be soldered as close as possible to the chip. The placement of 

matching network component is suggested as following figure. 

C
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C
62

L2

C
61

C64

 

Figure 8-10 Placement of RF Matching Network Component 

• Impedance of 50ohms should be maintained in the route between the matching network 

and antenna. Notice that, in single layer application, coplanar model is used to calculate 

impedance. 
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9 Application Highlights 

9.1 BLE 5.1 AoA/AoD for Direction Finding 

The ING9188 supports for Direction Finding using AoA or AoD method. By up to 8 antennas, 

the chip can send and receive BLE Constant Tone Extensions in both advertising and 

connection modes. This makes it possible to do phase measurements on antenna arrays and 

ultimately to determine the direction of an incoming signal. 

 

Figure 9-1 Direction Finding Test Platform 

9.2 Long range 

ING9188 support BLE5 long range mode through LE Coded PHY, it can transmit data  at a 

range for about four times comparing with the 1M PHY or 2M PHY. 

 

This test example in SDK supports long range transmission: 

 

Figure 9-2 Test Example Supports Long Range in SDK 
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9.3 Multi-connection 

ING9188 support multi-connection, master and slave in one device. 

 

Figure 9-3 Test Example of Multi-connection in SDK 

 

The example in SDK realizes a system with 4 thermo devices and 2 maters. 

 

Figure 9-4 Diagram of Multi-connection  

9.4 High Throughput 

ING9188 supports the throughput maximum to 1.2Mbps+.  
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Test examples are integrated in our SDK: 

 

Figure 9-5 Test Examples of Throughout in SDK 

 

The test result of throughout with mobilephone is as below: 
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Figure 9-6 Throughput Test Result with Mobile Phone 

 

Central_throughput is a typical test case of BLE data transmission. The result is as below: 

 

Figure 9-7 Test Result of Central_throughput 
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